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As Endowment Rises,
Trustees Take $6 MIL
For Learning Corridor

On the War Path,

But Is Trinity Weak Financially?
$8.8 million was donated to
the
endowment last year, the
News Editor
largest yearly total in Trinity's
history. In addition, the alumni
The Learning Corridor, the giving rate was 51 percent, placStrategic Plan, Project 2002, Im- ing. Trinity, "among an elite
pressive goals with impressive group of prestigious colleges
price tags, and questions are be- and universities," according to a
ing raised as to how Trinity will August 28,1998 memorandum
pay for all these ambitious issued to the administrative
changes.
staff by President Dobelle.
Three years ago, the Board of
The fact that Trinity chose to
Trustees voted to take nearly $6 dip into its endowment for the
KATIE BRYANT
Men's Soccer rebounds from Coast Guard loss to defeat Alburtus
million from the principle of Learning Corridor has some
Magnus (4-0) and Connecticut College (3-0). See story on page 20.
the college's endowment fund faculty members privately conin order to help pay its share of cerned about how future
the ambitious Learning Corri- projects will be paid tor.
dor project.
"I'm concerned that we will
Currently, the endowment be able to finance everything
stands at an all-time high of within the strategic plan," said
$319 million, up from $210 mil- Anselmi. "It's an,extraordinary
lion two years ago. Trinity still plan to solve a very serious
has some work to do, however, problem that we have."
track professors. The plan calls dards of courses taught at to catch up to comparative
To pay for the plan, Trinity
BY SARA F. MERIN
for, "the hiring of new faculty to Trinity.
schools
such
as
Williams
and
has
embatked on a "non-camNews Editor
support key objectives such as
Greenberg explained the their $714 million fund.
paign" campaign, which ingreater diversity within the fac- problems that a large number
According to Dina Anselmi, tends to raise upwards of $25
A major step towards secur- ulty and greater curricular of adjuncts cause for the faculty. Chair of the Financial Affairs million a year for the next five
ing Trinity's future intellectual depth in areas of current "It doesn't serve the faculty well Committee and an Associate years.
growth was announced by the strength and new emphasis, because we either get these silly Professor of Psychology, howIn addition, this year's budget
courses or neither students nor ever, much of that growth came was developed with the benefit
administration on May 16 of notably urban and global."
At Trinity, there are different faculty know what courses are from growth in the stock mar- of a five-year financial model
this year. The Trinity College
strategic plan is, "designed to types of nontenure track and going to be offered in any given ket and not from donations designed by Cambridge Associaffirm Trinity as a national nontenured professors, called
from the Capital Campaign.
see PLAN on page seven
see ADDING on page eight
leader in liberal arts education adjuncts. Many adjuncts serve
for the next century." One of the as one year replacements for
major aspects of this plan is the professors who are on leave in
hiring of 20 new tenure-track' order to keep important courses
faculty members over the taught in that professor's absence. Others fill the need for a
course of the next five years.
course
or a set of courses that do
Through college rankings
like those in U.S. News and not attract the level of interest
World Report, it has become needed to justify or sustain a
Asked how much she would
tional funding. This year, alBY ANN O'CONNELL
common knowledge that Trin- full-time position. Another
be receiving in her budget,
though
the
Priorities
Planning
Announcements Editor . Committee (PPC) released a po- Jones stated that she did not
ity is far behind schools of simi- group of professors who fall
lar caliber in the percentage of under the category of adjunct
sition paper approving the bud- know the exact amount that she
full-time professors on campus. are full-time members of the
get and putting an emphasis on would be getting, but that it
Many
are
questioning
According to US. News and Trinity community who teach Trinity's commitment to the department's funding, the would be no less than she reWorld Report, Trinity has 167 a limited number of courses.
multicultural affairs and diver- Office of Multicultural Affairs ceived last year — nearly a third
Associate Professor of His- sity following the denial of a will not be receiving the of what had been recomfull-time professors and 98
part-time. This is a distinct dif- tory Dr. Cheryl Greenberg ex- substantial increase in funding $181,600.
see QUESTION on page six
concern
about for the Office of Multicultural
ference from the numbers at pressed
other comparable schools. short-term adjuncts not having Affairs.
Amh'erst has 181 full-time and the same degree of commitIn the Strategic Objectives of
25 part-time professors, ment to Trinity as tenured and Trinity College, there is a section
tenure-track
professors
that
Wesleyan has 259 full-time and
stating that it is the college's
39 part-time, and Vassar has 215 makes them accessible at all goal to "promote a climate that
hours or their not having
full-time and 55 part-time.
values and celebrates diversity".
The hiring proposed in the enough knowledge of Trinity to Following this, there is a list of
strategic plan will ease Tr inity's give students good advice. In ways in which the college plans
disproportionate reliance on addition, she feels that some ad- to do this. One of the actions
nontenured and nontenure juncts lack a sense of the stan- listed is to "make a substantial
commitment to the Office of
Multicultural Affairs (staffing,
programming)."
However the printed word
and the actions taken would
Prof. Chatfield rebuffs Euraque drinking column
pg. 5
seem to suggest very different
levels of commitment. Last year
The pitfalls of the Marriott Meal Plan
pg. 13
Kimberly Jones, the Assistant
Dean of Multicultural Affairs,
requested a budget of $181,600
News...
•
P8- 6
for the 1998-99 academic year.
2
Opinion.
PSThis sum. is a good deal more
10
Features
•
PSthan the office was given for it's
ANDYSHEPARD
Announcements
,
Pg-14
first year of operation, which Kimberly Jones, Asst. Dean of
Arts
Pg-17
was $10,000, and then $45,000 Multicultural Affairs wheels and deals
Sports
Pg- 24
after Jones had requested addi- on the phone in her office.
BY DAN BERMAN

20 New Tenure-Track Profs.
To Be Added In Next 5 Yrs.

Does Trinity Care? A Look
At Multicultural Funding
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR

Raising The Standard
As the Trinity community flocked to the newsstands this past summer to devour
the 1998 US News and World Report rankings, many were, to put it mildly, a little
surprised Despite a solid financial footing, an increase in admissions standards, an
unparalleled partnership with the community, and a "hot school" status, Trinity's
position remained static, resting at the bottom of tier one. Even with all of the
positive changes taking shape on campus, there was one basic thing missing—professors. For a school of its kind, Trinity currently has one of the highest ratios of
adjunct to tenure-track professors. In a laudable, though long-overdue, effort to
reverse this trend, Trinity has recently committed to hiring twenty new professors
over the next five years.
As the stats show, the problem commands immediate attention. Thanks to a decade-old partial freeze on hiring, Trinity currently has 167 full-time professors and
a whopping 98 part-time or adjunct professors. While more than one third of
Trinity's faculty is part-time, comparable schools have a much smaller percentage
of non-tenured instructors. Amherst has 181 full-time professors and only 25 parttime professors while Wesleyan weighs in with 259 full-time and 39 part-time faculty members.
,
An attempt to bring the numbers up to par has much deeper consequences than
simply a higher ranking in glossy print. The hiring of additional tenure-track professors will bring a qualified and diverse group of scholars to campus who are committed to and have a vested interest in Trinity's academic future. New courses will
be offered, more academic advisors will be available, and gaps in subject areas important to a variety of majors will be filled across the curriculum. .In addition,
sabbaticals will be less of an inconvenience for both students who are looking to
fulfill requirements and professors who must cover for their colleagues. Furthermore, because the twenty positions are not pre-allocated, assistance will be divvied
among the departments most in need.
Though it is troubling that an academic institution of Trinity's caliber would allow such profound ongoing discrepancies in the ratio of part-time to full-time faculty, it is monumental that such drastic changes are currently in the works. The
hiring of twenty new tenure-track professors will not only advance Trinity's national reputation, but will also dras.tically enhance the academic climate on
campus.

Eliminate Reading Week
To the Editor:

better than the system that we currently use.
Borrowing from the model at
Middlebury College, students do
not have Reading Week at all.
Rather, the college uses four weeks
in January for what is known as "JTerm." While not a vacation in the
sense that Reading Week ism students take only one class which,
while engaging the students academically, also allows them to
concentrate on other aspects of
their education and extracurricular
activities.
While Hartford does not have the
lush ski mountains of Vermont, we
could use this four week period to
interact with the city of Hartford,
gain valuable internship experience, or any of the suggestions proposed by Smith in last week's Tripod.
The fact that Reading Week is
misused is infrequently debated. If
we can agree that we will riot
change our opinion of Reading
Week, the prudent action as tuitionpayers is to abolish Reading Week
and explore the possibility of forming a new structure incorporating
ideas such as those supplied in this
column last week.
'•.'.•
I would hope administrators are
listening to viewpoints offered by
students, and they continue to involve students in the decision mak- •
ing process.

I was interested to read Justin
Smith's article, "BeFore Getting Rid
Of Reading Week, Try Using It" in
The Tripod on September 15.1 Feel
that calling Reading Week "an institution dear to the heart oF the
Trinity College community" is
somewhat exaggerated. To some,
however, (namely certain administrators and what I might call "slackers") I am sure that this paradigm is
true. For the academically savvy
student, however, 1 think Reading
Week is a debacle. While the concept of the article makes sense, there
are in my opinion far too many
phrases that begin "What we
should do" to the existing structure
of Reading Week
Let's not kid ourselves, regardless
of Smith's well-articulated suggestions about how we can change
Reading Week, neither administrators, faculty, nor students are going
to reform their view of the present
Reading Week. It is considered a
vacation now and i t will be thought
of as such until the great day when
it is finally abolished. To claim that
the Trinity community is "without
a doubt" able or willing to make the
suggested changes with regard to
academic policy over Reading Week
is at best irrational.
In order to more fully understand
my argument for the abolition of
Reading Week, we should consider Sincerely,
• . ,• .
an alternate plan that might work David Barrett Bijur '01

Fraternities Fire Back
To the Editor:

OPlNlONEtttTqRS
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ing rush week and Greek organizations. It is unfair of you to reflect
I am writing in response to vari- negatively on a process that you
ous references'to rush week ,an<i f r ^ have not participated in. • •
ternities which nave appeared in'
I find'it extremely difficuk to igthe recent issues. It is unacceptable nore the hypocrisy of your slurs.
for a student run publication to in- Your editorials and cartoons insult
sult other students simply for their Greek organizations, yet your
interest in Greek organizations. To "Around Trinity" and "Pillow Talk"
characterize pledging as "losing sections are the first to praise for
one's individuality" and as a meta- good parties.
.
phorical "rat race" is down right
Traditionally, this paper has igslanderous.
nored the other aspects of Greek life.
All of your stereotypes about This includes the community serGreek organizations, all of which vice and philanthropic activities in
date back to long before we were at which we participate in weekly.
Trinity, are today untrue. Psi-Uisno You also ignore that some of our
longer the "hockey" Fraternity. The most successful and influential
Ivy society is no longer made up of alumni are members of Greek sociBlonde, anorexic women. In fact, all ' eties, including the late George
Greek organizations encourage in- Keith Funston, President of this
dividuality. For a society to be suc- very institution.
cessful, the members must be a
Students who choose to particidiverse group of people who work pate in Greek organizations have
together.
'
..
made a very personal decision.
• What upsets me the most is my * Much like your decision to publish
belief that the editorial staff of The, a newspapereyery week. It is wrong
Tripod has little knowledge of what for The Tripod to defame these stuthey insult. 1 have never pretended dents for their decision.
to be a persuasive or an eloquent
I challenge the staff of The Tripod
writer. For this reason, I do not write to either substantiate these slanderfor The Tripod. I am also one of the ous attacks on Greek organizations
few who does not comment nega- or produce the apology that they
tively regarding the content of this deserve.
newspaper. This is because I do not
know how hard it is to produce the
paper.
Sincerely,
I ask you to do the same regard- JohnF.McGrathIV'99

PILLOW TALK
A Guide to Family Weekend
Since your families are coming to campus this weekend, we
here at The Tripod thought we would do them a favor and help
translate some of the common buzz words that' might be tossed
around. Though you all have grown used to hearing Trinitydoublespeak, those funding your experience might not.

Faculty Plan

98/99 Budget

Dorm Renovations"

Well, first the positive: we are
getting 20 new full-time faculty members. Unfortunately,
you won't be taught by them,
unless you fail.
Supposedly there's not enough
money to give Multicultural
Affairs more, but, hey, enjoy
your weekend brunch.
I'm sure that your family ' can
sleep, bettet.at night knowing
that their "little precious" can
get cable.
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Commitment To The External
Problems Avoid Core Issues
commitment to learning, but by
external
factors which affect
Opinion Editor
the image and not the core of
Trinity.
When I came to Trinity four
Right from the beginning,
years ago as a freshman I was Dobelle directed his efforts toimmediately struck by the lack wards changing the neighborof stimulating intellectual con- hood around us. Certainly, he
versation I found here. 1 guess in has been effective in this enmy naive state, I had envisioned deavor, as the Learning Corridor
college as a place where people and the recent construction of
engage in intellectual pursuits; the Boys' and Girls' Club can atan environment where stu- test. In addition, through an exdents attended lectures and tensive public relations blitz, he
joined clubs not to improve has been able to convince the
their resumes, but because they outside world that Trinity is in-

main thrust of Dobelle's policy
would have been improving the
intellectual life at Trinity. Currently, though, even Dobelle admits that he can understand
how a "bright student" would
not feel challenged intellectually outside the classroom: To
me, this lack of confidence in
Trinity's Lntellectualism is disturbing, especially coming
from a man so committed to always putting the best foot forward. '
On the infrequent occasions
when Dobelle and the administration actually addresses the
issues of intellectual life at TrinDobelle stated, "I didn't come to Trinity
ity, the results of his policies are
to be an urban renewal or public relations
only to be expected years down
specialist" However, these things are
the road. Every year, each
student's tuition money goes to
exactly what Dobelle has become.
fund programs that will bear
cared about the pursuit of deed an elite institution of fruit not for current students,
knowledge. Instead, the major- higher learning. But, unfortu- but future ones.
ity of the students I encoun- nately, these efforts have done
When President Dobelle
tered were more concerned little to convince those students came to Trinity from his previwith the cost of a can of Snapple who currently reside "neath the ous position as Chancellor of
at The Cave than about the elms." For example, one Friday City College of San Francisco,
unionization of Cave employ- as I sat outside my dorm a fel- he brought with him a reputaees.
low student approached me, tion as a visionary. A visionary,
The start of my career at Trin- and asked why I wasn't party- who according to one of his
ity coincided with the begin- ing stating , "You go to Trinity subordinates, had a credibility
gap develop between, "what he
ning of President Evan Dobelle s not Amherst."
promised
and what happened."
tenure. In his Inaugural Address
Dobelle has focused on two
to the Trinity College commu- primary issues during his three- (Trinitjy Tripod Feb 141995) It is
nity, President Dobelle defined plus years as Trinity's president, a pattern that has repeated itself
Trinity as, "a community of both of which deal not with his during President Dobelle's tenlearning," a liberal arts institu- own stated mandate, but rather ure at Trinity. Though there is
tion whose mandate is to "pro- with press releases and smiling no doubt that Dobelle has a conmote and sustain the pursuit of photographs. By focusing on the crete idea of where he wants
knowledge for its own sake." neighborhood and Trinity's im- Trinity go, there is serious doubt
Here then, in my estimation, age, Dobelle shows that he has it will in fact happen. We are
was a true leader; a man not forgotten that his primary con- still stagnant at 23 in theeollege
afraid to raise the bar on aca- cern should be towards the stu- rankings a development which
directly contradicts Dobelle's
demic excellence, or issue a dents currently at Trinity.
challenge to those uninvolved
In an interview with The Tri- earlier promise of a move into
students who detracted from pod, Dobelle stated, "I didn't the top ten.
the Trinity environment.
As my time as a student at
come to Trinity to be an urban
Four years have passed since renewal or public relations spe- Trinity draws to a close, I am
my initial impression was cialist." However, these things sick of hearing about just how
formed, and, as I look around are exactly what Dobelle has great Trinity will one day be.
campus, I have to admit that become. Instead of being a true How one day we will compete
things have not improved. Sure, college president, interested in with school like Yale, Brown,
the Lower Long Walk looks bet- helping students "wrestle with and Harvard instead of drinkter, and we even have the party the big questions—the why, the ing their dregs. 1 would like to
barn (though we can't use it), how, and the what-if questions," challenge the administration,
but in effect nothing has he is an ad-man clothed in the and particularly President
Dobelle to stop focusing excluchanged. Despite all of his silk robes of academia.
promises, President Dobelle's
Given his mandate, one sively on tomorrow, and instead
tenure has been driven not by a would have assumed that the address the issues that affect.
Trinity smrienrstnrkv
BY IAN LANG

Traveler, There Is No Road
BY VIJAY PRASHAD

Assistant Professor of International Studies

How does it feel when they say you're apathetic? And they do
say it. I wouldn't bother to do a Lexis-Nexus search for articles
on "apathy" in the news media. There are too many of them. I'-Ve
read them all and they generally bore me: Most of these articles
note gleefully thatthe youth of today do not have the passion of
those of the 1960s, both a passion for outlandish display and also
for social justice. The pundits of the plutocracy (such as our very
own George Will) inform us that the young people of today are
sensible and on the road towards a comfortable (if insensate) conformity. The guardians of the 1960s (such as Todd Gitlin) bemoan
the lack of dynamism amongst the youth who do not seem to be
able to reproduce "1968."
Most of these observers do not know where to look. It is true
that there is considerable apathy amongst college students in
_;eneral, but this kind of apathy was not uncommon in the 1960s.
Even in those days, most of the college population did not join
iDS or feel the mellow yellow vibes of Flower Power. I sometimes
feel that the myth of the 1960s is used to batter the contemporary youth with a feeling of inadequacy. For many young people,
the more one talks about the 1960s in terms of a generalized
youth rebellion, the less they feel able to engineer such an enormous undertaking. There are few statements made about what
it took to create those demonstrations and to organize students
from the "conformist '50s" into the "rebellious '60s." 5everalpeople
courageously seized as many opportunities as they could find
to exert their moral vision, people who are now famous and others who are not known at all. The conditions that produced the
1960s remain alive (grave poverty, illiteracy, decreased opportunities for the youth, lack of space for free expression— particularly with the convergence in the media); there is every reason
to expect young people to be on the march to address these inequities.
We do not have to look far. At the University of Massachusetts
(Amherst), the graduate students organized themselves into a
powerful union and affiliated themselves with the United Auto
Workers; such things are ongoing at^Yale, where students have
forged a useful link with staff and the physical plant workers.
College students, in turn, have joined the union movement to
work on Union Summer, just as several young people volunteer
many hours for social justice issues (at abortion clinics, at shelters, at community organizations). Occasionally we see these
young people represented in the media, but we aTe more likely
to see featured stories on those who pursue less communityminded and individualistic careers. I think that this kind of
media embargo produces a vision that the youth are apathetic
which, in turn, offers few inspirational role models to o'ther youth
who may lose faith in one's capacity to struggle for social justice.
We need to counter this blindness and emphasize those who tend
to the best in humanity, who may give us the confidence to produce a larger movement towards a freedom that seems otherwise elusive.
This does not mean that young people today are just like young
people in the 1960s. There are some real differences, such as the
fear that political action will compromise one's ability to succeed in a world that is not as secure for college students as it was
three decades ago. If we want to admit to ourselves that all chat
matters is individual advancement, then the situation today is
bearable. But one of our enduring moral values is equality and
another is freedom, both of which make claims upon us to consider the wretchedness of our fellow humans around the globe
(and in our own backyard). Martin Luther King, Jr., was once
accused to creating trouble, of stirring things up. In response, he
wrote that his actions simply disrupted an "obnoxious negative
peace" in which people seemed to passively accept their "unjust
plight." King wanted to produce "a substance-filled positive
peace, where all [people] will respect the dignity and worth of
human personality. Actually, we who engage in nonviolent direct action are not the creators of tension. We merely bring to
the surface the hidden tension that is already alive. We bring it
out in the open where it can be seen and dealt with. Like a boil
that can never be cured as long as it is covered up but must be
opened with all its pus-filled ugliness to response to the natural
medicines of air and light, injustice must likewise be exposed;
with all the tension its exposing creates, to the light, of human
consciousness and the air of national opinion before it can be
cured" (Letterfrom Birminghamja.il, 1963). Can we take our ethics to those one in four children born into poverty in the US and
their hard-working, but impoverished, parents?
•
Apathy means "passionless existence" and "indolence of mind."
School is meant to generate intellectual and ethical passion, but
the urgency towards a career does, sometimes, move us in the
opposite direction. We need to take courage and embrace our
ethics. "Caminate no hay camino," sang Antonio Machado, "se
hace camino al andar." Traveler, there is no road. The road is made
as one walks. So let's walk.

IN A RARE PRIVATE NO/KENT. PRESIDENT DOBELLE ASKS MULLEN A QUESTION: "HEY,
J l M , WHAT DO fl\y POLLS LOOK LIKE POR THE NEXT GOVERNOR'S RACE?

Faculty members are encouraged to contact the opinion editors
ifinterestedinwritinganarticle.
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GOP Plays Partisan Card Your Mom Was Wrong, Lying
BY ANDREW WEISS

Opinion Writer

Last week Kenneth Starr's long
awaited report on President Clinton's relationship with Monica Lewinsky was
released to the public. Within seconds
the internet was jammed with the curious, perverse, and others just looking for
a cheap thrill.
The next day, papers disappeared from
the shelves with full-page spreads and
special inserts about the report. Like
many Americans, I felt somewhat disgusted and sickened after digesting the
report. I didn't read all of it, but enough
to know how 1 felt. I don't feel like a more
informed citizen for reading it. So why
the hell was it released in the first place?
Simple, to prejudice the American people
against Clinton (hint: it's an election
year). What has been done is legal, but
absolutely immoral or in any way serving the pursuit of justice. Memo to the
American people: it was those moral
stalwarts of the Republican Party who
are releasing this video. But now the report is out, and I have to deal with that
development.
The report, though, is tame compared
to the House Judiciary Committee decision to release the grand jury video testimony of President Clinton. The video,
with the exception of a few deletions,
was released in it entirety. To make matters worse, according to CNN Interactive,
the vote that determined the release of
the videotape is being kept secret. That
means that the specific members of the
committee can not be held accountable
for their actions.
The releasing of the taped testimony,
just like the making public of the report
itse\f .serves only to fur ther prejudice 0\e
American people against Bill Clinton.
We already know the facts; Bill Clinton
had an improper sexual relationship
with Monica Lewinsky, and we even
know most of the steamy details. I don't

think that the America people need to
hear about the phone sex and cigar preferences of the leader of the free world. We
know what Clinton said and what he
claims not to have said. With the combination of these details I'm sure that the
American voter can make a preliminary
judgement on whether or not Clinton
should face impeachment hearings.
And, if the process goes to any farther,
then more facts will be brought to light
trough public hearings in the Senate, so
that we can all make our own informed
judgment.
The decision to release the tape and to
keep those who voted to release it a secret is confirmation of a mounting Republican attack on Clinton and the
Democrats. What are these Republicans
so afraid of? Basically they are scared
that the American people will see them
for who they really are, a group of partisans who care much less about their
country than they do about there own
hold on power.
In addition to releasing the taped testimony of the President, National Public Radio reported that during any
impeachment hearing Starr would introduce evidence he has collected about
Clinton involvement in other scandals,
such as Whitewater. While attempting
to show a history of wrongdoing is a legitimate tactic in a trial of any kind, Starr
has yet to link Clinton to any illegal activity in these scandals. In fact, Starr
hardly makes a single reference to any
of these investigations in his recent report to congress. According to a Time
Magazine article the word "Whitewater"
appears in the Starr report only four
times, without any credible evidence of
wrongdoing, which he has yet to bring
to light in over four years.
AW in -alVit's high, tijne-chat Republicans and Starr stop playragpSftttcs, and
start playing fair. If needed, let hearings
begin, and the let the facts, not conjecture, hearsay, and kiss-'n-tell videos, determine Clinton's fate.

Is A Key To Happiness
lot happier.
BY CONNIE DEFOUR

Opinion Writer

Remember Mom's old lecture, you
know; the one about "honesty is the best
policy?" When you do something
wrong, you own up to it. When someone is making you angry, you confront
them.
Well, to make a grand generalization
based on my 19 years of strategic research, I have found that honesty has
gotten me one place: the doghouse.
Much to the dismay of my mother and
the other do-gooders of society, I consider myself a true advocate of the
white lie approach.
I used to live in this dream world of
honesty. Let's all love one another and
be completely honest. I wouldn't want
a friend who would hold back anything
from me. Having tried that route, both
as the receiver and giver of harsh honesty, 1 have to say, lie, your heart out.
Besides, who wants to hear the brutal
truth? In my opinion, if it isn't remotely
positive don't say it.
Take the easy way out. So what if you
really can't stand your best friend's new
haircut, who cares? What bearing does
it have on you? Is telling her that the
she now looks like the missing link going to change the fact that she does? Absolutely not. So why bother? Save both
of you the grief and just lie. Tell her she
looks like that model you saw on last's
month's issue of Vogue. It's just easier
that way.
I tried the honesty route with my
riends. It just got out of hand. We were
spewing the truth all over the place and
everyone just ended up in tears. Do we
really need this? Isn't just easier to be
happy all the time? Little fibs here and
there will make a lot of people a whole

There has got to be a catch, right?
How could happiness be so easy? Just
fudge the truth here and there and no
more fights, right? I say absolutely. If
we were all just a little more dishonest
with each other, there'd be nothing to
argue about. For instance, you see your
best friend's girlfriend on the couch
with some random guy at a party. You
know he's going to be mad and, undoubtedly, hurt. So what's the harm in
simply forgetting to tell him?
If you so choose, go ahead and beat
up the guy yourself, or have some words
with the girl. Why ruin your pal's day?
My assumption: you tell him the truth,
he gets angry, and eventually (although
most likely unintentional) the anger is
somehow reverted back to you. You
don't need this and neither does he. So
you don't tell him, his feelings are
spared and you are not the reciepient of
the "kill the messenger" syndrome.
In no way am I suggesting we should
all throw lies around left and right. It's
just about time we realize that maybe
the truth isn't exactly the best for us all.
Frankly, if my life is running smoothly,
why do I want to be bothered with
some frivolous comment or "truth." If
you think the truth may hurt, by all
means, lie. In all other cases, do as you
choose. No argument there. But spare
us all a little misery — leave out the
ruthless details.
So next time you are confronted with
the dilemma of to tell or not to tell. 1 say,
run like the wind. Especially here at
Trinity where avoidance is nearly impossible and privacy is unheard of.
Push Mom's genial morals into the
depths of your mind and step up to the
plate of reality. Life is rough. Reality is
even worse. A little discretion here and
there could do us all a little good.

You Get What You Pay For In Admissions Game
BY JAMES GRIFFITH

Opinion Editor

As Aldric Bailey said, "There is a force
that knows no hate, no color, no language, no barrier, no class. This force has
the power of no other to unite the world
through music and color and culture —
it is called Carnival." Of the couple hundred people 1 saw there, I think 1 saw
maybe twenty Trinity students. I saw at
least two people, one in an Abercrombie
and Fitch shirt and the other in a Spice
Girls one, walk down the Long Walk,
moving to the music as they walked, and
continue to walk past the chapel. Apparently, Carnival's transcendence doesn't
apply to Trinity students unless they're
passing by anyway.
Now, you can relax, I'm not about to
lambast the Trinity community once
again for its blatant disinterest in important cultural events that come to campus.
I'm actually glad not too many Trin-

ity students went to the Soca concert or
to any of the other Carnival events. Or
that they regularly skip cultural events
in general. I'm glad so many of them
choose to stay in your rooms when these
things happen, it wouldn't be fun with
you there. One of the most enjoyable
parts of being at the concert was the feeling that I was no longer on campus; that
I'd been transported somewhere else
where I was an observer of a cultural
phenomenon otherwise unknown to me.
Having too many Trinity students
around would destroy that sensation of
participating in something of depth.
I do not mean to suggest students here
are dumb. There are few people here I
would qualify as unintelligent. However,
the'dif ferences between being smart and
having a true love of wisdom are huge.
How many of you read poetry in your
spare time? How many of you compose
music? How many of you do anything
intellectual outside of your classwork?
Only a small number of the people I've
met here do anything even close to what

I would call intellectual.
If you are not one of those people, do
not blame yourself. The real blame lies
in admissions for letting you in.
President Evan Dobelle said at a Trinity Club of Philadelphia speech two
years ago that we should not compete
with schools like Amherst and Wesleyan
just because we play football against
them. Instead, he said we should set our
sights for other excellent, city-based
schools like Yale and Brown. However,
according to U.S. News and World Report, the schools we already compare
ourselves against — Amherst, Wesleyan,
and Conn College — have lower acceptance rates than we have. Amherst's is
20%; Wesleyan's is 33%; Conn's is 40%.
Yale and Brown, our hopeful competitors, both have acceptance rates of 18%.
Trinity's is 43%.
I understand admissions is a tricky
game of balancing who will actually
come if accepted with who deserves to
be accepted. However, the number of
freshmen has gone up every year in my
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four years at Trinity as has the number
of applicants. From this I ask the question, "Why do we accept a higher percentage of students than our competitors
and our hopeful competitors?" Granted,
Conn, Yale, and Brown all have a larger
student body and also get more applications than Trinity does, but that still does
not explain why we accept a higher percentage of applicants. Not that accepting less students will necessarily
improve the actual intellectual integrity
of those students who do come, but it
cannot hurt. At least it will cut down on
the number of uninteresting people.
As smart as most people are here, not
many of them have any real intellectual
pursuits, which is usually the trademark
of a liberal arts college. That's alright,
because Trinity does produce many successful people. It's still a good school that
gives opportunities for students willing
to take them. Most students just don't
take them. If you don't want to take
them, that's your prerogative.
In the meantime, do not feel obligated
to start attending various cultural and
intellectual events just to prove me
wrong. If you don't want to go, don't. The
people who are there wouldn't really
want your company anyway. I know a
lot of highly intelligent people here, but
1 do not know almost any intellectual
ones. And, if you are not one of those
people, do not feel all that bad about it.
The world needs pencil pushers,
Since I feel like I'm pulling teeth to get
an intellectual conversation or even a
sentence out of most of this campus, I do'
not want to encourage those of you not
interested in readings, papers, and so on
to attend them. You will not like them
and you'll only make me remember that
you exist.
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Binge Drinking: A Racial Phenomenon Or Individual
To the Editor:
I am afraid that I must take strong
issue with some of the assertions
made by my departmental colleague Dario Euraque in his "Faculty
Views" column in the September 15
Tripod.
If I understand his argument—
partly explicit, partly implied—Professor Euraque feels that a thorough
assessment of the "binge drinking"
phenomenon at Trinity and elsewhere requires us to see the problem
in "racial" terms. He tells us that his
experience as an undergraduate at
Marquette University taught him
that "most binge drinking"—and the
"violence" and "destruction" which
accompanied it — was done by
"white males," one of whom actually
plunged to his death in a "frenzy of
drunkenness" after a night of reckless indulgence. "My Latino and
Latina friends," says Professor
Euraque, "most of whom also drank
substantially, never understood the
all too frequent violent aftermath
often associated with binge drinking."
Now, Professor Euraque tells us,
the vivid impressions formed in his

\

student days have been confirmed
by the results of a national study
conducted by the Harvard School of
Public Health. The study found that
"binge drinking" — defined as the
consumption of four drinks (for
women) or five drinks (for men) in
"one drinking session"- is commonly practiced by 43% of the
nation's undergraduates. But the
truly significant statistics, emerge
only when the data is "desegregated
[sic] into racial and ethnic terms."
When this is done, we learn that
"binge drinking" is common among
18% of Afro-American students,
25% of Asian students, and 37% of
Hispanic students. The conclusion?
"Binge drinking" "is and probably
was a white male phenomenon."
Is this, asks Professor Euraque,
"the case at Trinity today? Does the
college have statistics? Does it matter? I think it does." This is because
of the "implications for the microacademic environment in •which
different racial and ethnic student
groups negotiate their social time
here, and which constitute critical
components of the general academic life at Trinity."
I seriously doubt, however,
whether these statistics are as illuminating as Professor Euraque believes them to be. In isolation, they
are so sketchy as to be less than useful (calling someone an "Asian" is
rather like referring to "a resident of
the western hemisphere"). And

there are questions I have about the
way in which Professor Euraque deploys them. The central claim of the
article is that "binge drinking" — itself loosely and dubiously defined—
is a predominantly "white male"
phenomenon. Whether true or not,
this claim can hardly be validated
by the Harvard figures which Professor Euraque gives us. These figures combine both men and women
together in capacious racial and ethnic categories. Moreover, the statistics suggest that significant
differences in drinking habits exist
within the minority community itself: the gap separating Afro-Americans from Hispanics is almost as
wide as that separating them from
their "white" compatriots. If we are
pondering the "implications" of
these statistics, ought we not qualify
the dichotomy between "whites"
and others which dominates the article? Certainly this would have
been a promising line of inquiry.
The major premise upon which
Professor Euraque's argument apparently rests is that race, even color,
is an absolutely defining human attribute and that, even in isolation, it
is an indispensable and precisely
calibrated tool of
social analysis.
Thus, the "whiteness" of the binge
drinkers
is
treated as one
might treat the Islamic ardor of the
Taliban Afghans,
or the ideological
zeal of the Khmer
Rouge— as a governing fact which
determines and
can somehow explain their course
of conduct. To be
sure, Professor
Euraque does not
say this in so
many words. But
how else are we to
understand his
meaning? He
does not inform
us — he does not
even speculate or
suggest — that
"binge drinkers"
might come from
troubled families,
or that they are
pampered and
rich, or that they
have poor academic records, or
that they are immature, or that they are clinically
depressed, or that they suffer from
low self-esteem, or that they move
with a herd of fraternity men. He
tells us only that they are "white"
• and that they are "male." Certainly
we are en titled to ask what this stark,
solitary, forlorn, purely abstract fact
is supposed to mean.
I am inclined to think that it will
not bear the analytical weight that
Professor Euraque has by implication imposed upon it. My disagreement is that he uses language in
such a way as to redirect what ought
to be a discussion of culture and
character into a discussion of race
and skin color. In American colleges,
this has become a familiar line of argumentation. Last year one of my
young colleagues cited with approval the assertion of a British "cultural studies" scholar that conflicts
over gender roles were customarily
, conducted "on the terrain of race." I
registered a strong, vocal dissent,
and asked why he had not instead
referred to "the terrain of culture,"
where such conflicts and many others actually occur. Racial identities,
of course, help define a multitude of
cultures in our nation and around
the world. But this unassailable
truth will blind us if we begin to
confuse the concept of race —
broadly and dubiously defined as a
human group with "distinct characteristics" that are transmitted over
time — with the dense and complex

fabric of human culture and personality. Certainly the practice of female circumcision (or clitorectomy)
in some African societies is not the
result of the "racial" characteristics
of "Africans," nor is the practice of
purdah (or seclusion) among traditionalist Hindu or Muslim women
rooted the "racial" character of
"Asians." This seems so obvious to
me that it shouldn't need saying. Yet
the words of my British friend still
ring in my ears. Such language—the

Responsibility?

and culture — to explore that might
be called the wellsprings of human
conduct as they apply to our life at
the college. As a student of society, I
will be the first to say that some of
our problems are traceable to cultural (but not racial) patterns that
ought to be subject to unsparing intellectual and moral scrutiny. But
we at the college — professors, administrators, students and staff —
are autonomous men and women,
not bleating sheep waiting to be

Thus, the "whiteness" of the binge drinkers
is treated as one might treat the Islamic
ardor of the Taliban Afghans or the
ideological zeal of the Khmer Rouge — as
a governing fact which determines and
can somehow explain their course of
conduct.
language of a new racialism — now
pervades the academy. Professor
Euraque has adopted this language,
apparently uncritically. Is "binge
drinking" a vice that can be understood in racial, even biological terms
— that is, as an attribute of "whiteness?"
Quite frankly, I am puzzled by the
assertion. Imagine if I were to say
that the Rwandan massacres of the
1990's were attributable to the
"blackness" of the Hutus, or that the
Japanese atrocities in China after
1937 could be explained by the "yellowness" of the Imperial Army, or
that the depredations of the present
Colombian drug lords were rooted
in the character of the "colored Hispanic race." It is time, 1 think, to reclaim the legacy of Franz Boas, Ruth
Benedict, Gunnar Myrdal,and other
great anthropologists, sociologists
and historians who helped place the
discussion of race there it belongs,
and who demolished the assumptions of those who had (lest we forget) conducted their ponderous,
"scientific" inquiries on the seductive and always accommodating
"terrain of race."
Of course, in his essay, Professor
Euraque poses many questions to
which he does not claim to have answers at the present time. Equally
important, he acknowledges that
most "white males" at Trinity do not
indulge in "binge drinking," and still
less commit acts of violence or vandalism. This fact ought to give pause
to those who interpret this habit in
racial terms. Within our campus
culture, webs of relationships are
formed, some within and some
across racial lines. And with respect
to "binge drinking," it is possible —
even likely — that a "white male"
marauder will be identified and
punished by a "while male" residential fellow. Since Professor Euraque
may believe that the concept of
"whiteness" is useful largely in revealing the vices of his subjects, he
will perhaps take issue with the
point that I have made. But I am cert ain that "whiteness" cannot explain
drunkenness and mayhem and
more than it can explain the career
of the President's Fellow in Engineering or the accomplishments of
our championship squash team. It
is interesting in this regard that our
Dean of Faculty has said repeatedly,
that the personal habits'—including
the drinking habits — of Williams
College students (both male and female) are quite different that those
of Trinity undergraduates. Would
anyone suggest that the race or color
of the student body provides the
principle explanation for these differences?
.
For all of my doubts about the apparent thrust of Professor Euraque's
arguments and observations, I hope
his essay will help ignite a fruitful
discussion of drink and disorder at
TVinity College. Even the raw data
he has offered us are full of implications, though there may be no ready
agreement about what those implications are,. But ,ic is time now, as I
have said, to discuss both character

character in a way that fits the human condition. In plain language,
we must recognize that each human
personality is a complex and often
mysterious blend, not a monolith. It
is time to reexamine our promiscuous use of a category—"white male"
— that encompasses vandals and
SGA presidents, valedictorians and
brawlers, plagiarizers and bookworms, intellectuals'and boors, racists and egalitarians — even Tripod
editors. Professor Euraque asks us
whether the "binge drinking" habits of white students may stir disharmony with racial and ethnic groups
who shun this destructive behavior.
This is a very important question.
But I would follow it with another:
would this be enough to undermine
the relationships between likeminded students that have formed
across lines of race and ethnicity?
I hope that the answer to this
question is, "No." I hope Trinity students will view "binge drinkers" in
individual rather than collective
terms. This, it seems to me, is the
manner in which each of us wishes
to be judged as we construct our
lives out of materials assembled in
our imperfect, sometimes tormented society. "

shorn.
We ought to recognize defining
individual differences within our
student body. We ought to ask why
some young people behave responsibly and maturely and why some
do not, even though they may come
from similar backgrounds, have
common aspirations and talents, Sincerely,
and — yes — share the same racial
' JackChatfield
identity. We ought to define human
History Department

Reform Must Come, And Soon
To the Editor:
It is with some sadness I leave al 1
of my friends and colleagues here
today at Trinity College. After ten
years of service to "Camp Trinity"
in the Audio Visual Department,
the time has come for me to move
on in search of other opportuni ties.
I have worked with many dedicated individuals who have since
moved on, retired, or died, though
many are still here fearlessly working their way through some difficult situations.
Many administrative staff
people have dedicated their lives to
this institution though many times
their contributions are not recognized.
When I first started in A/V ten
years ago, the services I provided
were basic setups for students and
faculty alike. Today the work is dramatically different. Most people
don't appreciate the work the administrative staff do here and how
that work has changed over the
years. It should come as no surprise
that the technology has become
more sophisticated, the demand for
our services has dramatically increased.
Despite all of these changes, the
size of the office remained the same
and the pay did not reflect the
changing nature of our job. In addition to these changes, one had to.
deal with multiple changes of faculty and community groups.
Though the College is on a much
needed, ambitious program, The
Master Plan, many feel left out and
neglected. There is an underlying
current of frustration and resentment brewing unknown to those
who think everyone is an equal
player on Team Trinity. The administrative support staff are recognizing that they need a unified voice.
Some in upper level management might say they already have
such an organization, called the
Personnel Advisory Committee
(PAC). But no one, even if they have
a grievance, would ever bring it to
PAC, which many feel is controlled
by Human Resources.
Few staff would bring a complaint to PAC because they might
be deemed trouble makers and be
relieved of their duties, or worse,
they may get a bad evaluation over
several years and then quietly
phased out. So, all gripes are kept
internal and the anger conti nues to
fester with nowhere to go and no

way out. Many are starting to ask,
seeing all the money being spent on
projects, if any of it is going to be
spent on us.
How would the administrative
staff organize in a unified voice to
be recognized and not be taken for
granted anymore? One way is for
the Personnel Advisory Committee
Administration (PACA) and PAC to
come together without the input or
' presence of Human Resources to
discuss ways of improving the
quality of life and services for all
administrative support staff and
submit a report to the president for
review.
Another option is togo the route
of B&G employees and unionize,
who never seem to have aproblem
withjob rectification, who, inci
dentally, are well compensated for
their services and never have to
deal with the stonewalling behavior of some in the administration.
The raises that were recently
awarded were so embarrassingly
small that they show a lack of appreciation for administrative staff
and has contributed to this discontent. The administrative staff
bends over backwards to accomplish the task of support to the
College, some handling over thirty
faculty members with over thirty
demands, others in support of innovative technologies. To receive
raises which do not recognize the
goodwill effort of hard working individuals has shown a lack of respect and is down right insulting
to most of the men and women
who have given their all to this institution. We have nowhere to turn
to address this inequity except fo
PACA and PAC, and they are ineffective.
B&G workers can at least sit
down at a table in front of administration officials and hammer out
a deal acceptable to their membership.
As I move on in life, I leave a
group of dedicated men and
women who under heavy strain
and lack of support perform theii
work the best way they know how.
I believe 1 have learned form the
best which has prepared me to go
out into the world prepared for all
the challenges that may lay ahead,
I am not saying goodbye, but simply until meet again "neath thi
elms of our dear ol1 Trinity."
Sincerely,
Les Brown'97
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Multicultural Affairs
Commitment Questioned
Beware Of Flying Objects
A large rock was thrown through the rear
passenger side window of a Ford Explorer parked in
front of 144 Allen Place. The crime occurred on
Sunday, Sept. 13 between 3:00 AM and noon. A car
phone was reported missing.

Freshman Gets Free Tour Of
Hartford
A member of the Class of 2002 was found ill on
the west side of High Rise dormitory at 10:50 PM on
the night of September 12.
Campus Safety officers believed he was under the
influence of alcohol, and an ambulance was called.
The student was brought to Hartford Hospital, where
he was treated and released the following day.

Something Special Bnto Thin
Air
The 8 ft. by 3 ft. American Airlines sign hanging
from the balcony in Mather Hall was removed
between Sept. 13 and 14.
The sign, which was an advertisement for the
World Conference on Carnival, reappeared on Sept. 16.
Campus Safety has no explanation for the
disappearance.

Take Pride 9n Plastics
The plastic front passenger side window of a 1992
Jeep Wrangler parked on Allen Place was pried open
sometime on September 14.
$195 worth of items, including a cell phone and 5
compact discs were reported stolen by the owner.

The front and rear license plates were stolen from
a Volkswagen Jetta sometime between September 12
and 15. The car was parked in the Chapel parking lot,
and the entire front bumper was removed as well.
This is the third such incident involving VW
Jettas on campus in the past week.

Jeep Wrangler Now Just Adolf
Cart
The two doors of a red jeep Wrangler parked on
Summit Street across from Connecticut Public
Television were removed from the car between
September IS and 18.
According to Director of Campus Safety Brian
Kelly, this similar to a crime in April, where the doors
were ripped off a Jeep. Both Campus Safety and
Hartford Police are investigating.

"Hi, Campus Safety? Can 1
Have A Ride To My Parking
Spot?"
Once again, Campus Safety urges that students
utilize the new on-campus parking lots, next to Ferris
Gymnasium and behind Campus Safety at 76 Vernon
Street.
"If one were to take a look at Summit Street and
their dormitories, and take a look at where they could
be parking much more safely [atFerris and Campus
Safety], the distance is minimal, if anything at all," said
Kelly. "By all means, students should be parking in the
established Campus Safety lots."

If You Think This Is Bad, Wait
Until The Housing Lottery
According to Kelly, Buildings and Grounds
reported that conditions in the dorms are better than
last year.
However, North Campus remains the black sheep
of Trinity housing. Continued noise and vandalism
reports have led Campus Safety to initiate hourly
walk-throughs of the dorm.

continued from page one
mended for her office. Jones had
planned to use the budget to
bring in speakers, plan events,
and to expand the office, which
so far consists of only her. "This
office needs a dean, an assistant
dean, and office space," said
Jones. "There is also a need for an
administrative assistant." The
need for personnel in the Office
of Multicultural Affairs was
also addressed in the PPCs position paper which states that,
"support staff needs for the
Multicultural Affairs Office,
once identified should be addressed promptly."
J. Russell Fugett '01, SGA Vice
President for Multicultural Affairs felt that the Dean of
Multicultural Affairs would
need both a full staff and resources to handle issues of diversity on the Trinity campus.
"There needs to be a commitment to diversity," said Fugett.
"The lack of allocation of resources and manpower to the
Office of Multicultural Affairs
makes Dean Jones's job and my
job harder. There needs to be .
more awareness."
Jones believes the trustees de-

drade
Infiation On
The Rise At
Williams
.•{The Williams Record)
W1LLIAMSTOWN, MA Grades at Williams have been
rising for nearly half of a century, and grade inflation is a
constant concern among faculty.
In the Nov. 18,1997 issue of
The Record the article "Williams GPAs more respected by
Berkeley grading system" reported that the UC Berkeley
Boalt Hall Law School rated
Williams second only to
Swarthmofe in the relative
value of grade point average.
According to this UC Berke-

cided not to grant the budget
because the Diversity Critical
Issues Team (CIT) recommended the Multicultural budget be increased to $300,000 for
the 1999-00 academic year. The
report states, "This amount is
the minimum necessary if this
office is to be the kind of resource for creating and sustaining diversity that it should and
can be."
Dr. Maurice Wade of the de-

The lack of allocation of resources and
manpower to the Office of Multicultural
Affairs makes Dean Jones's job and my job
harder.
-1 Russell Fugett '01
partment of Philosophy, and
Chair of the Diversity Critical
Issues Team, brought up the fact
that since Jones was a part time
staff member last year and her
budget was insufficient even
then, it is absurd to ask her to
operate on the same budget
now that she is full-time.
As for the present effectiveness of the office, Wade responded that the it has
definitely been useful, but it has
been unable to live up to the vi-

to diversity and multicultural
affairs on the Trinity campus?
Bothjones and Fugett were optimistic, with Jones saying that
although the office was sorely
needed in 1987, when she entered Trinity as a student, there
is definitely a growing commitment to the Office of
Multicultural Affairs. Wade
was more cynical, saying of the
budget denial that if there is a
commitment, "what is the nature of that commitment?"

sion. For example, academic
honors such as the Dean's List
and Latin Honors became less
distinctive as more students received the honors. At the oppo, site end of the spectrum, the
minimuin. acadertikfstandards
lost significance as average
grades rose.
The low end of the range has
also been limited by the withdrawal policy. Beginning in
1983 for first-years and 1992 for
upperclassmen, students have
the option of withdrawing from
courses where they are doing
poorly.
The committee also recognized that grade inflation occurs at other institutions. "Has
our grade inflation brought us
out of line with the schools to
which we are usually compared? Definitely not," the com-

The fraternity as a whole
"acted in a reckless and wanton
way," which fits the criminal
definition of manslaughter,
Martin said. MIT, the Malcolm
Cotton Brown Corporation,
which owns the Fiji house, and
specific individuals were '•riot,
indicted yesterday.
The fraternity as a collective
body was indicted because "a
certain set of events was set into
play by the fraternity that led to
[Krueger's] ingestion of alcohol,"
Martin said. Those "living at the
house at the time of the death"
make up the Phi Gamma Delta
group indicted, said James
Borghesani, press secretary for
Martin.
The grand jury investigation,
which lasted for over 11 months,
initially focused on the individuals nearest to the incident,
Martin said. The investigation
later moved to the organizations involved in the event, such
as the Fiji fraternity.
Krueger died on Sept. 29 last
year after spending three days
in a coma from acute alcohol
ingestion. Prosecutors allege he
was served and ingested alcohol
as part of a pledge event at the
fraternity.
Although the individuals at
the fraternity were not charged
with felonies, they may still face
prosecution from Boston Police
for misdemeanor charges related to alcohol possession and
consumption, Martin said.
Krueger's parents and their
attorney, Leo F. Boyle, signaled
yesterday that they will likely
sue individual members who
were connected to the event.
Under Massachusetts law,
manslaughter can be punished
by incarceration for up to
twenty years, or by a fine of up
to $1,000 and imprisonment for
up to two and one half years.
Hazing can be punished by a
fine of up to $3,000 and imprisonment for up to one year.
With organizations, however,
financial penalties are generally the only ones exerted,
Perlin said. "You cannot incarcerate an organization."

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
ley study, grade inflation at
Williams is low. However, according- to Registrar Charles
Toomajian, "Our grade inflation
isrfght up there with the rest of
them."
Approximately every three
years, an Ad Hoc Committee on
Gracing addresses grades and
grade inflation. The committee
last met in the 1995-1996 school
year and issued a report in February of 1996.
The committee highlighted
the issues and recommended
some solutions.
"As far back as statistics are
available, the College has seen
grade inflation," the committee
said. In 1953, the mean for all
grades was between a C+ and a
B-, a 2.53. By 1995, the mean had
risen to nearly a B+, a 3.29. Between 1986 and 1995 alone, the
mean climbed from a 3.08 to a
3.29. "It is true that the average
grade is going up," Toomajian
said.
The committee addressed
other areas of concern related to
grade inflation and compres-

sion of the Diversity Critical Issues Team without adequate
funding. Wade said that he was
disappointed to see the office
limited to student services.
What he and the CIT had envisioned was a department, "bigger than, but including a
student services office, which is
what it is now. Limited to student services, issues cannot be
properly addressed."
Is there really a commitment

mittee reported. Despite the indications of the Berkeley report,
Williams'grade inflation coincides with the trend at peer
schools.

• • • - , •

Fraternity
Indicted On
Charges Of
Manslaughter,
Hazing
(U- WIRE) CAMBRIDGE, MA
- The MIT chapter of Phi
Gamma Delta has been indicted
by a Suffolk County grand jury
on one count of manslaughter
and one count of hazing following the death of Scott S. Krueger
'01 last fall.
' In announcing the indictments, Suffolk County District
Attorney Ralph C. Martin II said
they "are based upon specific
actions that occurred on the
night of September 27, and that
those actions were related to traditional pledge event sponsored
and sanctioned" by Fiji.
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New Plan Combats High Adjunct Numbers
continued from page one
year because of the fluidity of
situation, and all of the things
faculty have to do: advising students, advising theses, and serving on committees all falls to a
small number of people," said
Greenberg "Adjuncts can't do
any of those things, so our burden as faculty members is also
increased by the number of adjuncts.
"It's not fair to the adjunct because they never know if their
contract is going to be renewed,
they don't have the academic
freedom that tenure provides,
they are not eligible for some
benefits tenure-track people get
like leave, but they're doing all
the work with everyone else, so
adjuncts aren't fair to the adjuncts or the students or the faculty," Greenberg added.
According to Greenberg, another reason for the large number of adjuncts is a policy that
was instituted by the Board of
Trustees in 1979 in which the
total number of tenure-track
positions was set at 135.
She called hiring of new professors, "a zero-sum game," and
said that last year, for example,

anthropology.
"The number of tenure-track
positions was frozen by the
trustees in 1979 and then, in the
early 1980's, there was slow, incremental growth," said Spencer. "By the early to mid-1990's,
12 to 15 new tenure-track positions had been added to the faculty... Many of these new
positions were Target of Opportunity (T.O.P.) positions or new
positions earmarked specifically for minority candidates in
a program that was a predecessor of TO.P." Seven of the 20 new
positions will be awarded to
T.O.P. candidates.
Chair of the Educational
Policy Committee and Associate Professor of History Dr. Gary
Reger commented on the establishment of the new tenuretrack positions, saying, "I think
it was long overdue, but I'm glad
that the Trustees decided to do
it.... One thing I expect to see is a
real new enthusiasm on the part
of departments to create programs which they had previously thought impossible due to
[staffing constraints]." He views
this as being of great advantage
to students.

"If the president would have
signed this bill, he would have
been putting a woman's health
and her life at risk," said Sen.
Barbara Boxer, D-CA, who led
opposition to the override. "So I
think he did the right thing."

Tangyanika port area of
100,000 since rebel troops arrived August 26. Those who
have stayed now complain
openly about the lack of food
and other staple items — necessities that vanish quickly in a
war zone.
WASHINGTON, DC (CNN) Congolese
Rebel commanders, meanThe Republican-led Senate
Hebels Show
while, acknowledge that armed
failed Friday to override PresiKabila supporters still hide in
dent Clinton's veto of a measure
Off Bombed
the area. The rebel leaders also
banning a type of late-term
Town
say they have much work to do
abortion. The 64-36 vote in faKALEMIE, Congo (CNN) - to win over the hearts and
vor of an override left opponents three votes short of the Congolese rebels holding this minds of the people who live in
lakeside town in southeastern this town in Shaba, the region
two-thirds majority needed.
Congo
ushered reporters on a where Kabila was born.
Four Republicans joined 32
"It has only been two weeks,"
Democrats to sustain the veto, tour to illustrate their point that
while 13 Democrats and 51 Re- President Laurent Kabila is not said Etienne Ngongura, rebel
publicans voted for the override. fit to rule if he is willing to information officer. The people
The
Republican-majority bomb his own people. The have not yet had time to absorb
Hous'e voted 296-132 in July to rebels blame Kabila for the Sep- everything that is happening."
overturn the veto but the tember 7 attack on Kalemie that
18 Dead in
Senate's inability to do the same left 40 people dead and 25 othExecutionmeans Clinton's veto stands —
at least until a new Congress
Style Shooting
convenes in January. In May
In Mexico
1997, senators passed the bill by
ENSENADA, Mexico (CNN)
the same 64-36 margin as
— Gunmen in northern Mexico
Friday's vote.
pulled 21 men, women and chilHad the measure become law,
dren from their beds- early
it would have banned a medical
Thursday, lined them up
procedure — described by its
against thd wall of a farmhouse
critics as a "partial birth aborand shot them. Police say 18;
.i
tion" — except when needed to ers wounded,
save the pregnant woman's life.
It's still not clear which fac- were killed and three were seriThe procedure involves the par- tion is responsible for the bomb- ously wounded.
tial, feet-first delivery of a fetus ing. Neither is it clear whether
and the draining of its skull the residents of Kalemie prefer
contents.
being ruled by the rebels or by
Abortion rights advocates, Kabila. What is clear, however,
including Clinton, say the bill is is the anger of a people who find
unconstitutional because it themselves a target in another
makes no exceptions for when war of "liberation" — not quite
a woman's health is jeopardized two years since Kabila himself
by continuing a pregnancy — a fought to liberate what was
provision that they say is re- then Zaire from the three-dequired by the 1973 Supreme cade rule of Mobutu Sese Seko.
Residents claim 60,000
Court decision that legalized
people have fled this Lake
abortion.

Senate Fails
To Override
Veto On
Abortion Bill

\

four positions were open and
departments submitted 14 applications for new positions to
the Educational Policy Committee, the group of faculty
which decides which departments get new positions. She
then described the solution that
was used to remedy the need for
more professors by describing
how the demand for anthropology courses was satisfied: "so
what happened was, when you
needed anthropology, we need
anthropology. We didn't have
anthropology here but we
couldn't hire a tenure-track person because they'd frozen that
number, so we hired an adjunct
and we kept the adjunct going."
Associate Academic Dean
Ronald Spencer described the
college's hiring policy over the
past 20 years in greater detail.
He stated that there has been no
hard freeze on the establishment of new tenure-track positions since sometime in the
early 1980's. He went on to describe new tenure-track positions that were created in the
1980s, and early 1990s, including a position in computer science and one in cultural

"In the past 20 years, growth
was driven not by internal conditions but from outside forces
like grants and individual donors," said Reger. "The great
thing about the 20 new positions is that they are not pre-allocated. We can put positions
where we need them. In the end
Trinity will be a much healthier
institution with more choices
for students."
Greenberg also spoke in sup-

port of the plan, praising
Dobelle and Dean of Faculty
Raymond Baker for convincing
the Trustees "the only way to
reduce our reliance on adjuncts... is to hire more full-time
people."
Spencer added his support for
the plan by stating, "We've gone
from slow, incremental growth
to more rapid growth. This is a
big step which is very important."

ANDY SHEPARD
President Dobelle hopes hiring 20 new faculty
members will help to ease the current teacher crunch.

Police reportedly have as a
witness in protective custody a
15-year-old girl who hid under
a bed during the slaughter.
Police said the attack took
place about 4:30 AM in El
Sauzal, a suburb of the resort
town of Ensenada, which is
about 60 miles from San Diego.
A law enforcement official
told reporters the weapons were
the type often used by drug
gangs. He also said the suspects
were believed to be Mexicans.
Among the dead were nine
adults, two teenagers — one of
them pregnant—six small children and a baby. Television footage showed the bloody bodies
lined up on the ground, most of
them either naked or in pajamas.
Officer Jose Ramon Espinoza
of the Ensenada Judicial Police
said the victims were members
of three families. It was not clear,
however, whether the three
families were related. "It appears
they rounded them all up, lined
them up and gunned them
down," Espinoza said.
The attack could be related to
three possible scenarios: drug

trafficking, the smuggling of
people across the border, or a
territorial dispute involving the
rodeo organizing business.

Hard Liquor
Serving As
Hard
Currency
MOSCOW, (CNN) - With
their economy in disarray, Russians who want to keep their
assets liquid are lining up to buy
a product likely to hold its value
against the ruble, no matter
what happens next — vodka.
"I don't even drink, I just don't
want to lose out," one Moscow
man fold CNN after buying two
, cases of vodka, a drink associated with everyday Russian life
just as Coca-Cola"is'of ten linked
to Americans.
:
The surge in popularity has
been noticed-by the Russian
government, which may try to
cash in on the profits by nationalizing alcohol: production. As
Correspondent Steve Harrigan
reports, mixing Russian vodka
into the ailing economy may be
just the tonic it needs.

Welcome hack,..

36 Lewis St.
Seeking Wait Staff Personnel
Must Have 1 Year Experience
For More Info, Call:

860-278-0436

London W
Paris
$446
Buesseldorf $478
Madrid

IMiATIONALPROGRAi
C1EE: Council on Internationa)
Educational Exchange

320 Elm St.
New Haven
(203) 562-5335
councilnewhaven@ciee.org

www.coundltravel.com

232 Bay State Road
Boston, MA 02215
617/3S3-9888
E-Mail • ubroad@bii.edu
Visit our web page! • http://www.bu.edu/abrosiil
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Adding By Subtraction: Was Removing Six Million
Dollars From The Endowment The Best Step For Trinity?
continued from page one
is possible that the revenue from part of the endowment for years
ates, and with the strategic plan the removed portion of the en- in the future," said Sauer. "Any
in mind.
dowment could have affected college that wants to do anyThe 1998-99 budget of nearly areas of the budget in terms of thing, especially a private col$85 million also marks the 28th costs and spending on other lege, is going to have to rely a
great deal on the value of the
consecutive year that Trinity projects.
has had a balanced operating
"(Taking from the endow- endowment and the revenues
budget. In addition,Trinity was ment] is not the kind of thing off it."
awarded a "Triple A" rating by
Coopers & Lybrant, according
"If the college had to decapitalize the
to Dobelle.
endowment
to pay our operating expenses,
An email letter sent to stuto pay our day-to-day bills, that would be
dents from President Dobelleon
Sept. 14, 1998 stated, "I am
the sign of a weak institution."
pleased with the work we have
- Alan Sauer
done in our neighborhood —
utilizing funds that didn't imThere is no guara ntee of tha t,
pact on our operating budget." you want to do too often, beHowever, because the income cause any money that you however, and Sauer points out
the endowment generates is spend there doesn't have the op- that spending two percent of
used in the operating budget, it portunity to appreciate and be the college's endowment for the

Kennel ly Falling
Further Behind
With less than seven weeks left until
the November election, Gov. John G.
Rowland leads U.S. Rep. Barbara B.
Kennelly by 37 percentage points, a startling margin that would require a historic comeback to erase, a new Courant/
Connecticut Poll shows.
Rowland, the incumbent Republican,
led Kennelly, the veteran 1st District congresswoman, 60 percent to 23 percent,
with 17 percent undecided, according to
the telephone survey of 505 randomly
selected Connecticut residents conducted Saturday through Wednesday by
the University of Connecticut.

say they still do not know enough about
her to say whether they view her favorably or unfavorably - which now has
risen to 50 percent.
If she is to make any significant gains,
she needs to advertise on TV - as
Rowland is doing now and is expected
to keep doing until the election.
Kennelly, who has not done TV advertising in months, probably has onefourth as much TV-ad money available
as Rowland, and has not yet begun her
final advertising blitz.
Several issue questions included in the
poll seemed to indicate that voters are
not aware of Kennelly's campaign effor ts
or have rejected them. The Hartford Courant, September 18,1998.

Hartford News
The 37-point margin is the largest ever
recorded at any point during a Connecticut governor's race since the Courant/
Connecticut Poll began such surveys in
1982.
Rowland has led by more than 20 percent since February, but pundits and
politicians have been saying that the
margin should narrow as the election
approaches, more voters begin focusing
on the candidates and the state's normally Democratic-leaning political
makeup reasserts itself. That has not
happened.
"There is certainly no watering down
the fact that the incumbent governor
seems to be in an extremely strong position," said poll director G. Donald Ferree
Jr. "Unless something changes" - and fast
- "it's probably going to be a really happy
early November for the governor."
Another problem for Kennelly is a
stubborn percentage of those polled who

Library Lovers
Excited By
Expansion PBans
Long before plans for the Adriaen's
Landing convention center promised to
revitalize downtown Hartford, city and
library officials had envisioned a multimillion dollar library renovation and
expansion project across the street.
They are expected to share their vision today on how the 40-year-old
downtown library will become bigger,
brighter and cooler. "This will be a really
great addition to downtown," said chief
librarian Louise Blalock.
The work, as planned, would more
than quintuple the number of parking
spaces at the library, nearly triple the
number of electronic workstations and
expandjSpace for materials and seats.
Aside from the expansion, the current

Learning Corridor does not necessarily make Trinity a weak institution financially. "For the
size of the institution, and the
size of the projects we're looking
at, I can't call it the sign of a
weak institution.
"If the college had to
decapitalize the endowment to
pay our operating expenses, to
pay our day-to-day bills, that
would be the sign of a weak institution. However, going to the
endowment for a special project
is an entirely different matter,"
added Sauer.
And the Learning Corridor
project is a special project which
is projected to help the college
as well as the neighborhood.
"When you think of admissions,

Hartford Public Library main building
needs work. It has never had air conditioning, has never been renovated and
has a dark, gloomy decor. But new lighting, better windows and more space are
expected to improve conditions in the
multimedia learning center.
The proposed project, on city- owned
land, covers a city block east along Arch
Street and north of the Conland-Whitehead Highway. It would be done in two
phases and could take up to five years,
starting in a few months, Blalock said.
The city intends to use $15 million
from a 1996 bond referendum to start the
construction of a new 44,000-squarefoot wing in December. The city council
is expected to approve the final plans
Sept. 28. Then city officials will work
with architects from Hartford and Boston on the final designs and send the
project out to bid. The shovels should be
in the ground by December or January,
said Jon C. Talgo, the project manager
and an architect for the city's facilities division. The Hartford Courant, September 18,1998.

Scientists Find
More Deformed
Frogs

and what you're trying to sell...
the perception is that we're in a
rough neighborhood and we're
trying to change that," said Bob
Pedemonti, Vice President for
Finance and Treasurer.
"On the one hand, we're taking endowment money out for
a project, but on the other hand,
we're putting money in," noted
Sauer. "So, you could say to the
extent that we don't have that
money that we took out of the
endowment, we're not as strong
in the future as we would have
been otherwise.
"However, you got to look at
how that money was used, and
does the use of that money, in
turn, make us a stronger institution?"

trying to find what's causing the deformities and are concerned about the implications for people.
If the culprit is a man-made chemical
or natural substance, they wonder
whether it could someday cause harm in
humans.
Possible explanations for the deformities, according to scientists, include:
chemicals such as pesticides or by-products of pesticides; natural parasites; increased ultraviolet radiation from the
sun as a result of the thinning ozone
layer, or heavy metals, such as mercury
or cadmium, that could fall in the water
after being carried in the atmosphere
from the smokestacks of coal-burning
power plants and garbage incinerators.
There were major deformities among
four of 54 frogs [a high percentage for this
type of studyjcaught and studied Moriday at the small vernal pool in Norfolk,
said Dawn McKay, the herpetologist with
the Department of Environmental Protection who is leading this sampling survey. The Hartford Courant, September
18,1998.

SNET Strike Ends
After A Grueling 26
Days

In a deepening ecological mystery,
Union and management workers at
state scientists have plucked four deformed frogs from a tiny wetland in Nor- Southern New England Telephone—difolk in northwestern Connecticut - the vided the last four weeks by picket lines
opposite corner of the state from a pond and a bitter strike — will begin the prowhere numerous frog deformities have cess of putting the fractured company
back together today.
been documented since last year.
But despite the new findings, early inThe strike, visible across the state and
:
dieations from an ongoing survey of 15 felt sharply by some customers forced to
randomly picked sampling locations live without telephone service, was
around the state show that the problem brought to a formal end on its 26th day
isprobably not widespread in Connecti- Thursday when members of the Comcut.
munications Workers of America voted
The Connecticut survey is part of a to approve a new contract by a ratio of
nationwide search by scientists for an- more than 3-to-l. The Hartford Courant,
swers to a 3-year-old mystery. They are September 18,1998.

The Writing Center Campus Leaders
115 Vernon Street
IS NOW OPEN FOR
Individual Tutoring Services

Hours:
Monday-Friday: 1:00-4:00 p.m.
Monday-Thursday: 6:30-9:30 p.m.
Late Night Hours in Mather Hall: Sunday and Monday —10:00 p.m.-Midnight

Fast growing environmental marketing
company seeks 5 motivated goal orientated people to aid expansion of both national and international markets.
Attitude more important than experience.
Rapid advancement,
high income potential.

Call Jon @(860)563-3108
Alpine Marketing, Wethersfield, CT
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Student Life Officers To
Listen To Campus Concerns
At Lunchtime Conferences
BY {CATHERINE KIMBER

News Writer

Do you have questions, concerns, or comments about student life here at Trinity? Vice
President of Student Services
Sharon Herzberger and Dean of
Students Mary Thomas want to
hear about it.
They will be hosting a student life meeting from noon to
1:00 PM on September 23 in the

the students. The meetings will
be an opportunity for students
to learn how the administration
has arrived at some of the new
decisions, but also a chance for
students to air their opinions
and be listened to. This is an opportunity for Herzberger and
Thomas to hear students'
thoughts, to open the lines of
communication, to test ideas,
and to understand student
needs in order to address those
concerns better.

The meetings will be an opportunity for
students to learn how the administration has
arrived at some of the new decisions, but
also a chance for students to air their opinions
and be listened to.
Tom Smith Room in Mather.
Other meetings will follow on
October 20, November 2, and
December 3.
Vice President Herzberger
held open meetings with students last April, and was encouraged by the student input
those meetings generated. The
purpose of the meetings is to
allow students and administration to communicate on various
aspects of student life, from the
new alcohol policy to the parking situation to the general
campus
environment.
Herzberger and Thomas hope
to answer students' questions,
quell rumors of misinformation, and receive feedback from

The meetings will be held
over lunch, in Mather, in order
to be as convenient and accessible to students as possible.
The format will be roundtable
discussions with open topic.
Though Herzberger and Thomas will come with questions
to ask, it will be the students
who set the topic.
The meetings are for the administration to hear students'
perspectives on student life, but
primarily for the students
themselves, to express their
ideas and ask questions—an opportunity for student input on
the college policies of the future.
Everyone is invited to come
participate and listen.
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Congratulations to the Newly
Elected Members of SG A
Class of 2000

Class of 1999

Katherin Duff
Patrick Gavin
Julie Hackett
Katherine Sutula

Eric Crawford
Jeremy Rosenberg
Alyssa Daigle
Matthew Moskey

Class of 2001

Class of 2002

Benjamin Cella
Ward MacDonald
Meghan Monsour
Brianna Stanton

Matthew Anderson
Laura Cohen
Lygia Davenport
Robert Kim

Budget Committee At-Large
Lauren Goldfarb '02
Martin Mihoff '01
Timothy Herbst '02

And the New Class Officers
Class of 1999

Class of 2000

President: David Jewett
Vice President: Perin Zaveri
Secretary: Carly Geeza

President: Devin Pharr
Vice President: Kevin Mullins
Secretary: Daphne deDominics

Class of 2001
President: Olessa Pindak
Vice President: Marisa Eddy
Secretary. Mickey Chambers

CHEESE PIZZA
14" medium $7.50
16" large $9.50
additional loppings $.50 on med
$1.00 on large
anchovies
bacon
broccoli
eggplant
garlic
hamburger
meatball
mushrooms
olives
onions
pepperoni
peppers
ricotta
sausage
spinach
tomatoes

Spaghetti, zili or shells with sauce
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with meatbajls
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sausage

GRINDERS
8" Half

CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES
PRIMAVERA
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pie
CHICKEN PESTO
Med $10.75
Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO
Med $10.75
Large $13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce
WHITE PIE
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
498B Farmington Avenue • Hartford
Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil
WHITE CLAM
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley
OPEN 7 DAYS • 11:00am - 2:00am
SEAFOOD SUPREME
Med $11.50
Large $14.95
***FREE DELIVERY***
Shrimp, crabmeat and tomatoes on a white pie
With $7.00 minimum purchase
HAWAIIAN
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce
We deliver cigarettes
MEAT DEEP DISH
$17.95
The Best Pizza For The Best Price
Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped with
bacon and fresh cheese
City Pizza Special for
VEGGIE DEEP DISH
$15.95
Filled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
Trinity College
olives, and spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley

N.Y. STYLE PIZZA!!

236-2616

(no coupon needed, just mention special)

SHEET TAN PIZZA

$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
" 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!

TRY OUR SPECIAL
•BuffaloWings (-JO)

$4,95

$4.95
$5.95
$6.95

• $2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
soda with any large pizza order
• Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
soda only $12.99
• $1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free
cans of soda with any medium pizza order
• Buy a targe pizza with one topping and
get a second large pizza for 1/2 price
• Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of
chips & 1 can of soda FREE

Cooked Salami
$3.75
Eggplant
$3.75
Genoa
$3.75
Ham
$3.75
Meatballs
$3.75
Roast Beef
$3.75
Sausage
$3.75
Tuna
$3.75
Turkey
$3.75
Veggie/cheese
$3.75
Chicken Cutlet
$4.25
Steak/Cheese
$4.25
Seafood
$4.25
Combo (2 kinds of meat) $4.50

16" Whole
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$8.50
$8.50
$8.50

$9.00

DINNERS

Eggplant Parmiglana with pasta
Chicken Parmigiana with pasta
Baked ziti
Meat Ravioli
Cheese Ravioli
Veggie Ravioli
all dinners include salad and roll w/ butter

$7.95
$7.95
$7,95
$6.95
$6.95
$6.95

SALADS
CHEF SALAD
$5.50
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives
ANTIPASTO
$5.50
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers,
olives, green peppers, cherry peppers and lettuce
TUNA SALAD
$4.95
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
GREEK SALAD
$4.95
Fsta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers, cucumbers,
olives and cherry peppers
TOSSED SALAD
$1.95
GARLIC BREAD
Small $1.50
Large $3.00
Italian, Creamy Italian, Fresh, Blue Cheese and Ranch

Pepsi Coffee Coke Orange Tea Snapple
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BY LINDA SUN
I PACYLOWSKI

Features Editor
Gambling. It's not the sort of
thing that we think we have a
problem with. We're too young
to be addicts, right? Just one trip
to Foxwoods to see what it's like,
just one scratch ticket — it's only
two bucks. Two hundred bucks
later, you're washing dishes
somewhere on the Berlin Turnpike wondering where you
went wrong.
Recently, a trend in
"Scratchmania" has surfaced
across the country, and across
the campus. Losing scratch
tickets have joined the ranks of
the "trash" that litters the
ground everywhere.
You can buy a $1 ticket or a $2
ticket, and chances are if you
lose you won't be in the hole for
much. But.there are $3 tickets,
$5 tickets, $7 tickets, and $10
tickets. Sure, if you win- you
win a little bigger. But if you
lose — I hope you're on the meal
plan because you just gambled
away your dinner.
Scratch tickets are so cheap
and so much fun that even
when you promise you'll cash
your winnings, you find yourself buying more tickets with
your earnings. Sometimes, you
even supply more money for
more tickets. You can't quit
Even if you win forty dollars after spending ten, it seems more
profitable to buy 20 more
scratch tickets than to pocket
the thirty dollars. A common
rule of thumb tends to Be, "Cash
it if you win a hundred dollars
or more." It just doesn't happen
that way.
This form of gambling is
similar to wine coolers in terms
of alcohol. Those wine coolers
sure taste good, and they're just
too damn fruity to do any damage to your system. News flash:
A life of wine coolers turns you
into something worse than an

alcoholic. It turns you into a
girlie alcoholic. Most people
switch to whiskey sooner or
later, but just in case you think
that sticking to wine coolers
makes you less of an alcoholic
— check the alcohol percentage
and compare it to beer. That's

prize that is two bucks which
puts you six dollars in the hole.
Do you pocket the two dollars?
No.
Like any good
Scratchmaniac, you buy another $2 ticket and lose. And
you need that lucky penny because that's the only reason
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minutes later, your account is
wiped clean and you don't have
enough money for gas to get you
home.
And then there's the way it
sounds when someone asks you
what you did last night and you
say, "I went to the casino." No

You spend eight dollars and one of them will probably produce a
prize. A prize of two bucks which puts you six dollars in the hole.
Do you pocket the two dollars? No. Like any good Scratchmaniac,
you buy another $2 ticket and lose.
right, being girlie doesn't mean
you have to be a wuss.
Scratching those tickets is
just a whole lot more fun with
friends. Not only is it comforting to know that you are not
alone in this addiction, but you
can split the profits. You win
nothing, your friend wins thirty
bucks — you just won fifteen.

why you'd win. If you have a
bad penny, then no matter what
_ the card will be a loser.
And then there's the casino.
Bless Connecticut for making it
legal; now we have two beautiful, shiny places to lose our
money in. Foxwoods and
Mohegan Sun are just too close
to ignore. Yes, these are the

Mohegan Sun.Casino

Like anything else, the more the
merrier. And when the experience is over, you have someone
to feel bad with. Face it, there's
nothing good about spending
an hour and a half scratching
tickets, winning money, and
losing it all because you just
can't stop.
The odds of winning vary
from 1:3.98 to 1:4.14. This means
if you buy four tickets, one's a
winner. That's trouble. You
spend eight dollars and one of
them will probably produce a

more questions asked. No, "Was
it crowded there?" or "Were a lot
of freshmen there?" People look
at you as if you did something a
lot cooler than they did. And
maybe they'd ask "Did you
win?" and if you said "No" and
they didn't know you well,
they'd leave you alone after that.
You spend two bucks in scratch

WWW.MOHEGANSUN.COM

places where only the big kids
can go. (You have to be 21. Or
have a license that says you are.
A good license.) And there's
more to these places than slot
machines.
Spend some time af a table
and you'll find yourself offered
free drinks. A lot of people
. think that the drinks are reason
enough. But unfortunately,
they're quite watered down.
There are games you play with
cards, games you play with dice,
games you play with a little
money, a lot of money, all your
money. You know that the
house is going to win, those are
just the odds. But you still think
that you're going to be that
lucky guy who beats the house
at their own game. It'll happen
to you. One time out of ten.
So there you are at the table.
You have a pretty girl getting
you drinks, and 1 bet she'd do it
even if she's wasn't paid to,
right? A couple of friends are
with you and you're just having
a ball. You're playing roulette.
You're winning a good amount
and soon you find with your
simple bet on red or black
method, you're up a hundred
bucks or so. What do you do?
You bet it all on 22 black because that's your "lucky number." Too bad the ball lands on
14 red and now you're out of the
game. Right? Nope, lucky for
you, you brought your ATM
card and since there are moire
ATMs in each casino than there
are in Maine, you're all set. And
if you have your credit card, you
can get a cash advance without
your PIN number. So if you
think your roommate's going to
the casino, you might want to
hide your credit cards. Twenty

tickets and lose, you lost two
bucks. Chances are, you're going to spend a lot more than two
bucks at Foxwoods.
Casinos are more dangerous
for the financial pocket than
scratch tickets. You can lose a
lot of money. After coming
back from a losing trip, one student explained the loss as "a
nice donation to the Native
American tribes of Connecticut." But if you win, what an

Foxwoods Casino

amazing feeling. You're a "high
roller" even if you weren't at a
"high roller" table. You've got a
great story to share and a lot of
money to show for it. But you
also have enough money for
your friends to suggest, "Drinks
on the winner!" Since you've
bragged about your winnings,
you really can't turn them
down. Because they'd do it for
you, right?
Casinos are whiskey and beer
and grain alcohol combined.
Mix it the right way with the
right ingredients, and it tastes
like a dream. One too many, or

one wrong ingredient, and
you're drinking battery acid. Go
to a casino with an amount' of
money that you can afford to
lose. Leave all credit cards and
ATM cards at home, and take
some friends with you, You may
have issues if you start going to
a casino alone.
What is it about gambling
that makes so many people fall
under its spell? Money. Pure
and simple and the chance of
winning a lot of it. Someone
once said to me that they had no
money left, so they had to go to
the casino. That statement
didn't quite make sense to me,
but he came home with three
hundred bucks. It makes you
think maybe gambling isn't so
bad if you do it in moderation.
If you believe that, I'll see you
washing dishes next week. You
can't do anything in moderation that is more fun in excess.
Go to a casino with twenty
bucks and give it a try. Go to a
gas station with ten bucks, and
buy five tickets. I dare you to
call it a day after that, win or
lose.

WWW.FOXWOODS.COM

If you have a gambling problem or know someone who does,
thefollowingresourcesare available;
Compulsive Gambling
Treatment Program
1-800-346-6238
Gamblers Anonymous
(203)777-5585
Connecticut Council
on Compulsive Gambling
(203)453-1729
Don't allow Gamblingto
destroy your life.
- Connecticut State Lottery
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Features Writer

After a year abroad in Europe, the
transition back into the United States
was rather rocky. A culture which once
felt comfortable suddenly felt foreign.
The dominating nature of Corporate
America was difficult to re-adjust to.
In the year away, I had become accustom to dining in "mom and pop" establishments, and to drinking coffee in this
neat little place called Java (rather than
Dunkin'Donuts).
Not only had 1 become used to this
strange phenomena, I also really began
to like it. Thus, it took a while to re-familiarize myself to a place infested by
McDonald's and corporate entities.
After three months of being back in
the USA I believed the transition to be
almost complete. However, my return to
Trinity brought about yet another wave
of culture shock.
Corporate America was suddenly personified by people, and not just by restaurants and stores.
Commercialism's stronghold is most
apparent in student's dress and in the existence of mass trends. In Europe, there
is not a mall on every corner, and small
businesses, especially in the fashion industry, flourish. Europeans therefore
might wear the same clothing brands,
but they do not wear the same exact
clothes or styles.
Some might understand then why
coming back to a US college was so difficult. Trends are everywhere and to
make matters worse, it seems that people
actually like looking identical. So after

examine some of the main trends from
an outsiders' perspective. Because to be
perfectly honest, I truly do not understand most of them.

trinity trends

TREND #6: "SILLY, CUT-OFF PANTS"
bag for me really enhances the mysteriThe last time I saw these was when I
ous aura of the Trinity female. No one wasclamdiggingontheCape. Thesereknows what's in the bag and the pros- mind me of old fashioned knickers.
pects when you think of them are rela- Many others seem confused over this
new phenomenon. As Nick Brown '99
says, "I'm just truly baffled by these short
pants. Is there a flood coming to Hartford that 1 wasn't told about?"
More importantly than the trends
themselves, is the reason behind this cult
like phenomena. It is tough to live in corporate America, shop in the same stores,
and still dress differently.
Moreover, people seem to have the desire to fit in to society, and use their
clothes as a means to achie-ve this feat. Yet
does anyone really want to be the same
as anyone else?
TIFFANY'S
Don't you all secretly want to be
tively frightening." Who is Kate anyway, slightly better then the masses? Then
and why is everyone wearing her name why don't you use clothes, an excellent
mode of expression, to demonstrate your
around?
desire for individuality?
TREND #4: BASEBALL/FASHION
Every person who subscribes to trends
HAT
It was crazy to discover in Europe that needs to explore themselves for these
men our age actually have hair. Is the answers.
same true for American males? If so,
In closing, I would like to give props
why have you all decided to hide it for so to the people who do attempt to dress in
long. As Amy Friedman '99 says, "Boys a unique fashion, and encourage others
in baseball hats is so 1996."
to do the same. 1 wish after a year in EuTREND #5: SWEATER AROUND rope I could claim to be above all these
trends, but 1 am not. However, 1 am tryTHE SHOULDERS
This is one I truly do not get. Some- ing to distance myself from the masses,
one explained it as having a slimming and presen t myself more and more as a n
effect. Go to the gym if you are that con- individual.
cerned. Isn't it bad enough we wear the
Efforts such as these might stop Trinsame clothes? Why do we have to wear ity from looking like the end product of
them the same way too? As Brian a bad cioning experiment. In time, the
Hazel ton "99 says, "This style seems more college might become a place where diappropriate for a golf course than for a versity and individual expression are accollege. What are we, a country club?"
tively embraced.
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How many of you answered this ad?

TREND #1: SOLITAIRE NECKLACE
The first time I saw it, I must admit
that I was blown away. But once you have
seen a hundred of them, it stops being so
striking. Why does everyone have one?
Did career services put them in all the
female's mail boxes and I missed it? Or
as Matthew Lynch '02 says, "Oh, that
necklace thing. Are they all in some sort
of club or something?"
TREND #2: FLIP-FLOPS
Before I left, the main use of these
shoes were for shower purposes. What
happened to make them so fashionable?
"My feet are a lot less stinky when I wear
flip flops," says Kimmy Clarke '00. If
Mather Book Store only knew what
those yellow and green ones would
someday be worth!! So what do people
wear in the shower now? Hook-up boots?
TREND #3: BLACK SHOULDER BAG
It's nice, but does it really hold any

The Office of
Multicultural Affairs
proudly announces the

1998-1999 P.R.LD.E. Leaders
(Promoting Respect for Inclusive Diversity in
Education)

KosukeIkeda
Afua Atta-Mensah
Thuy Le
Cornell Burnette
Josefa Martinez
Sylvia Chan
Adrian Reyes
Jeffrey Coleman
Fabian Rivera
Charity Elder
Nilda Rodriguez
J. Russell Fugett
Caleb Sayan
Krista Hardie
Matt Wong

Please Note these upcoming
September celebrations:
Hispanic Heritage Month (9/15-10/15)
Yom Kipptir (9/29)

The
Gillette
Company
World-Class Brands, Products, People

Have you considered a
career in Human
!&£&%£•
Resources?
The Gillette Company is seeking candidates for
its Human Resources Development Program,
based in Boston, Massachusetts. For additional
information on our program, please contact the
Trinity CollegeCareer Services Office and
attend our Information Session. All majors
welcome.

Career Carnival: 9/21/98
Information Session: 9/23/98
On-Campus Interviews: 10/27/98
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BY GORDON MANN
Features Writer

On September 8th, during What
would be a turbulent week for the Democratic party, Vice President Al Gore visited Meridan, Conn, to support
Democratic incumbent James H.
Maloney in his campaign for the 5th
Congressional District against Republican Mark R. Nielsen.
This rime of year, with elections only
two months away, is normally filled with
partisan conflict. Add in a mix of a national political crisis and the possibility
of presidential impeachment and the
result is a storm of political tension. So,
perhaps it would be a rarity to find a registered Republican at a support event for
a Democratic candidate for National
Congress.
However, when 1 got word from my
academic advisor, Professor Clyde
McKee Jr. (Political Science), that I had
the opportunity to meet Vice President
Gore, I jumped at the opportunity.
As someone who actually likes the
Vice President and is not really a diehard Republican (1 am on the conservative side, but I also registered Republican
because Connecticut citizens have to be
registered in a particular party to vote in

dent Gore gave his speech.
A couple of things struck me about the
speech. First, the Vice President gave enthusiastic support to Democratic policies while criticizing Republican
policies. Granted, this is not exactly a
shock, especially at a September event
rallying support for a Democratic candidate.
However, the Vice President also gave
specific support to President Clinton's
He used humor, opening with a Sammy Sosa/Mark
policies. There was not the slightest
McGwire joke, and there was evidence of passion in
mention of the presidential scandal, but
this specific support for Clinton does
his voice and body movement at the end of his address
show a party loyalty that cannot be
(he reminded me of an inspired Pentecostal preacher).
taken for granted among all Democrats
at this time.
activities as the Vice President arrived in munication devices in their ears) were
Second, Vice President Gore struck me
New Haven (CT) and visited a school in accompanied by large dogs that sniffed as both a passionate and interesting
Meridan before coming to the Ramada, at people to check for bombs and such.
speaker. I know that he has had a repuwhere Loren, Emily Collins '99, and I
I must admit the dogs were quite im- tation of being "wooden" or "boring," but
were.
pressive (and a little humbling to see I did not find that to be the case.
Loren and I were given the task of dogs that actually had bigger pectoral
He used some humor, opening with a
checking off the names of guests as they muscles than 1 do, though that may not Sammy Sosa/Mark McGwire joke, and
arrived at the event. There were two lo- say too much).
there was evidence of passion in his
cations for the guests: a reception for
Once Vice President Gore was ready to voice and body movement at the end of
those who wanted to pledge $500 and a enter the lunch and give a short address, his address (actually, he reminded me a
lunch that was a little less pricey — $250. the college volunteers were allowed to bit of an inspired Pentecostal preacher).
Those who gave even higher amounts sat take a seat and eat the meal (a kind of
This was a unique opportunity which
at a "Head Table."
fruited chicken, rice, vegetables, and provided interesting insight into local
Guests filed in, including Democratic chocolate mousse for dessert, in case you level politics at a time when the AmeriCongressman Samuel Gejdenson. In a were wondering). After a brief introduc- can public is watching the top executive
day that showed many different aspects tion by candidate Maloney, Vice Presi- officers with great scrutiny.
their primaries), I was excited by the rare
chance to meet a very important political figure.
After much confusion, Loren
Giallanella '00 and 1 were off to candidate Maloney's support event at the
Ramada Hotel in Meridan. Other Trinity students (somewhere between 5-10 is
my guess) were participating in the day's
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lye truth hurts.

meto&m your way mto it

SCORPIO

AQUARIUS
JAN2O-TL5 15

Didn't I tell you that you were the shining one? For all of you Scorpios in love,
good job bn'taking my advice. All you
needed to do was appreciate your partner a little more and those "just to say
hello" treats are rolling in. And they'll
keep rolling your way for a while
longer. But for the single Scorpios-this
is your week to pull 'em in. You'll get a
couple offers/hold out for the best one.
Remember, there is no sexier sign than
you.

Well, even the most insightful can be
wrong sometimes. Congratulations,
you've found a winner. Too bad it's your
dog. A dog is a man's best friend, and best
friends are few and far between for you
guys. Listen, don't get down oh yourself
too hard. Things are bound to turn
around for you and quickly. So before
you pull all your hair out in stress and
anxiety, take a deep breath, look in the
mirror, and say, "Where the hell did I go
wrong?"

NOV22-DCC2I
Well, that week from hell is over. And
this time, people will be standing up
for you. Forget about confrontations
and disagreements' of the past. You
paid your dues and said your peace.
People respect you a little more now
and that respect will help you in the
long run. It's someone else's turn to be
the sucker. This week, you'll have a
much easier time getting out of bed
knowing that no one's gonna beat you
up for the shower you head for.

CAPRICORN
DE.C22-JAN \9
Good job on the personality change.
You see, people do like you. It may not
seem that way because no one says that
they like you, but they do. They see
wonderful qualities in you that maybe
even you don't see. They see you for
who you are on the inside, and forget
all about the hoochie clothes you wear
so often. The less judgmental you are
about others, the less judgmental otherswillbeaboutyou. Hey,change your
underwear every now and then.

of the political process, Representative
Gejdenson came around and introduced
himself to all the college volunteers in a
very informal, average-Joe manner.
However, Vice President Gore's arrival
was not quite as average-Joe. The protection for his arrival and reception was
quite impressive. Secret Service officers
galore (yes, they did have the little corn-

Qankd

OCT25-NOV21

SAGITTARIUS

22,1998

fiscns
FE.5 19 - MAR 20

So you woke up from the summer
blues, did you? You found out that those
couple of classes you missed were actually quite important. Don't give up yet.
Every warrior has his own battles, and
you have several right now on your plate.
Take it one step at a time. I give,you an
"A" for effort, but I'd give you a cookie if
you asked for one, too. You gotta start
over in a way. Let people know that
you're a smart kid, and then they'll stop
giving you wedgies.

ARILS
MAR.21 - A P R

The juggling is officially over. You've
opened your eyes and seen that a few
days off is good for the mind, the soul,
and the social life. It's college, after all,
and not the "real world", right? Cut a rug,
let it loose, and at the end of the night,
you'll be the same person who's been juggling five other academic commitments.
You're still you- but now you're a funner
you. And listen, that crush? There's a
great looking unknown to you that will
make their move by the weekend. So
keep those shagging shoes hot.
-

^ ^

TAURUS V ^

A m 20-MAY 20

:: GEMINI

This will be a much better week for
you. You still won't impress anyone,
least of all that one person you want
to. But you'll have a better attitude
about things. How could you not? This
is the week that if you play lotto, you'll
win. Guaranteed. Gamble away. So
you'll be a little wealthier, which
makes you a little happier because it's
another bad week at Mather and now
you'll be able to eat off campus a little
more. Good things are set to come.

VIRGO

MAY 21 -JUN 20

&SAUG25-SE.FT22.

Thank God you put that evil side away.
Your friends that you were in a permanent state of dismay by the way you were
treating yourself and them. (All black
attire is so 80s, by the way) Isn't it funny
how many more people will say hello to
you when you aren't shooting them
death signals with your eyes of steel?
And for the male half of you, "that time
of the month" excuse was just not flying.
Keep lightening your mood, but not your
hair- because peroxide can cause split
ends.

XIN2I-JUL22

UO
XIL25-AUG22

What is it about bowling? It's three in
the morning, you're still a little drunk,
and there's a bus to BOWL-A-RAMA.
You go, you play a couple of games, you
get a strike, then another strike, then
another- that's right, you got a turkey.
You bet your friends on who wins and
how many beers the losing team has to
chug. Then you remember you're underage and BOWL-A-RAMA doesn't serve
underage drinkers. So you go home.

CANCER

«JL

?ft

You are a dream go true this week. You
will do something truly generous and
amazing for someone who needs your
help.and they'll thank you in a thousand
ways. You're missing someone special to
you, and sometimes you think that
they've stopped thinking about you.
They can't stop thinking about you,
though. And it's not because you call
them every two seconds. It's because you
leave your perfume, or your cologne behind- in forms of memories and dreams.
Be romantic, and confident.

You little scamp, you. I poked a little
fun at your celibacy, and you went out
for a bang before December even
showed his little face. Whatdya think?
Are they keepers, or just solutions to a
very unfortunate problem? I say, give
yourself someone else to compare
them to and you'll find your answer
out that way. Take it slow, it's been a
while. People have changed since the
last time you were in the dating scene.
You'll have another opportunity to
hook up this weekend.
Ll&RA

6
J ^ SETT 25 - OCT 12 J ^ •
Bad week to show your face. Everyone
knows. Hitting on your ex's best
friends are not what makes you cool.
Believe it or not, your ex thinks you
suck. And your ex's friends think you
suck, too. And their friends, so on and
so on. Now my stars show that it's the
gentlemen, and I use that term loosely,
who have committed this crime. So
ladies, just because he saw you trip
down the Long Walk doesn't mean
that he thinks you're any less cute than
he did the other night.
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The Meal Plan Reconsidered
B Y JULIANNA
BOGDANSKI

Features Editor

only occasionally. First of all,
who really eats three-thousand
dollars worth of food over the
course of nine months? I'd like
to meet you. Secondly, but probably more important, we sometimes don't even realize our
eating habits until it is too late
to do anything about it, i.e.
change our plan to a lesser one
or drop it altogether.
I, for example, am on the 19
Super-Flex, which allows me

one, both even within the past
week. If they don't get you back
later, you think, "Hey, no matter.
They are a good friend They'll
get me back sometime or another."
But what really just occurred
is that you spent five dollars on
a friend—or more if you are eating at Mather. Do you know
how far five dollars could go if
you didn't have to allot it to meal
money? Think of all the five

our dining centers when they
wish and still save money, otherwise, they use a microwave,
hot pot or other appliance (illegal, probably, according to the
Student Handbook) to cook
what they want. So what if
sometimes it's Mac 'n' Cheese or
Campbell's Soup. It's "Mmm
Mmm Good," remember?
And while we're on the subject of cooking in our rooms,
notice that only three dorms

Imagine yourself, running
quickly towards Mather, the
Cave, or the Bistro. Arms pumping faster, faster. Your legs are
burning, your mind is racing.
You must transfer. You must
transfer now. Closing time is in
five minutes. This is not a fantasy, this is real. Your are in danger of losing five dollars, maybe
ten, or maybe even a week's
worth of your meal plan money.
It is in this regard that the
meal plan is your worst enemy.
Countless students are choosing to leave meal plan convenience, or meal plan hell,
depending on how you look at
it. Why? Because you lose
money, plain and simple.
It's not that we don't eat.
Maybe we eat out, maybe we use
that wonderful flex money for
a smaller meal if our appetites
don't call for five dollars worth,
much less an all-you-can-eat
affair.
But the meal plan does not
care. It charges you no matter
what you choose to eat, no matHTTfWWWW.ANU.EDU.AU/CAMPUS/FOOD.HTML
Mass consumption: do we get what we pay for?
ter where you eat, no matter if
you even eat a meal on campus. three meals a day plus twenty dollars' you could save over equip each room with a full
Are we being robbed?
five dollars extra munch money time, and what that would kitchen. Doonesbury and
Think about how many times per semester. I found out too late amount to. Would you spend Vernon Place have them in the
you have forgotten to transfer a that I don't eat 19 meals a week. that amount on a friend, as fre- lounges (which, in VP incidenmeal, or two or a week's worth. I wind up facing the trauma of quently as we share meals, and tally, house studentsright now).
You will not get:your moriey ; having to' transfer the extra 'not think twice?. Even if yo'u I.;remernberthe days when.it
back. If you don't spend all of meal(s) each day which, as I al- did, it probably wouldn't be on was mandatory that you go off
the meal plan to live in
your flex money by the end of ready said, is not only a chore, cafeteria food.
the semester, you will not get but something that I often forSome students, as I men- Anadama, Clemens or Stowe.
your money back. I repeat, YOU get to do. And I will not get my tioned before, have decided to go That rule was taken out of the
WILL NOT GET YOUR money back.
off the meal plan altogether. books, I'm assuming, because of
MONEY BACK. Does this shock
And what about when we They spend the amount on the housing crunch which beyou? It shouldn't. It's been this have an extra meal and our what they are actually going to gan a couple of years back. Reway for years.
friend left their ID in the room, eat, unbound by the forces of gardless, only those dorms have
The problem with the meal or the magnetic strip just "hap- the five-dollar meal. No extra kitchen access, and the rest of
plan, aside from all of the above, pens" to not be working? You Snapples or rice-krispies treats the rooms are barred from havis that we are forced to pay over are a good friend, of course. You for them, but do they really ing major cooking appliances,
three-thousand dollars a year lend them one of your own care? I wouldn't. I'd be saving a so what choice do we really
have in where we eat, or what
for food that we don't like, eat meals if you have one. I've both ton of money.
only small portions of, or eat lent a meal and have been lent
Instead, they choose to eat at we eat?

I always assumed being on
the meal plan was the best way
to go. Sure, the food might not
be great, but at least you can
choose what you eat, and no
one's stopping you from being a
little creative in Mather. I enjoy
the convenience of not having
to eat only at Mather. I also, as
I'm sure many of you do to, enjoy not having to cook for myself on a regular basis. But when
a friend brought up the topic for
discussion, I couldn't believe I
had ignored a crucial part of
what comes with being on the
meal plan.
What it comes down to is
convenience. The meal plan
works wonders in this department. After all, if you are hungry for pizza or fries or any th ing
else at 10:00 p.m., there's someone there to serve it up for you.
If you want three cases of
Snapple each week and can go
through as many, by all means,
this is the plan for you (though
Sam's Club might rival you even
on that one).
But if this isn't exactly what
you want ou t of a meal plan, you
do have options. It might take a
little bit of effort on your part,
but I guess that's the price you
pay for saving money. It might
not be such a bad trade off
when you consider how you
have to run out in ten minutes
to transfer.
Me? I am likely going off, or
at least fed ucing my plan dras^tically next semester, even if it
is my last one here. I thank my
friend for passing on her insight, and now I am passing it
on to you. This isn't saying we
should all boycott .the meal
plan, but it might make us want
to reconsider our options, and
not be afraid to take our
lifestyles into account when
signing that little pink slip. Jon
Small has a nice smile, but don't
let him break you. Be strong.
Fight the power.
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10. Did Ms. Lewinsky perform oral sex on you?
9. Wanna pall some tabes? Your son just made a phat bay.
8. Honestly, are you as rich as I'm told you are?
7. Can I borrow your oar t o pick up the stripper?

5. At dinnerrwouid^u/^ind^df^in^a bee>for roe?.
H. Did you find yo|fes.onj#faki|ID? fte?'s been looking for it.
3. Since you live so close, would you mind doingraylaundry ?
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2. Wanna go to late night?
1. Consensual, drunken sex- good or bad?
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Trinity
Squirrels! They are
Everywhere!

AT noticed a couple of girls
running down the Long Walk,
screaming wildly. No, they
weren't reenacting Saturday
Night Live's depiction of a local
sorority, they were fending for
their lives against a couple of
pesky squirrels. It seems that
the overcrowding problem on
campus applies to more than
just the students. The squirrels
just don't know what to do
with themselves.

Drink to This!

Dangerous Beauty
On Saturday September 25, in Cinestudio, the movie
Dangerous Beauty will be shown.
The movie depicts the life of a young woman,
Veronica Franco, who dares to lead a life of sexual and
intellectual independence in sixteenth century Venice,
who is accused of witchcraft by the Inquisition.
The 114 minute film will be supplemented by a lecture on the life of Veronica Franco by author Margaret
Rosenthal.
The lecture, History into Film: Women in Society in
Renaissance Venice, will take place in the Boyer
Auditoium on Sunday, September 26 at 4:15 pm.

Our Latin Thing
On Wednesday September 23, at 7:30 pm, the Latin
American and Spanish Departments will continue the
Latin American and Spanish Film Festival with Our
Latin Thing, a celebration of Carribean music and community in the 1970s in New York.
The film, which will take place in the Life Science
Center Auditorium, will feature the music and performances of such musicians as Willie Colon, Ray Berretto,
and Bobby Valentin.
Lise Waxer of the Music Department will conduct a
disussion immediately following the film.

Toulouse-Lautrec

Special Advisory

Please keep in mind, especially over this very special
Family Weekend: The plaque is
not a urinal.
Jump Jivin'

The Party Barn on Friday
was jumpin1.. .with freshmen
gettin' all up on each other. AT
walked aroun^ stone cold sotenders, obviously a classy
affair, and you act like this?
C'mon people, please! I've seen
fifth-year seniors behave better.

On Friday, September 25, at 5 pm at the Yale University Art Gallery, Author Julia Bloch Frey will give a
lecure "Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec Images of the 1890's."
A reception will follow.

Chapel Happenings
Wednesday, September 23
. 12:00 pm

•

Roman Catholic Mass

Mirsday/SepfemDer;
6:30 pm

Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel

Sunday, September 25
5:00 pm
7:00 pm

Roman Catholic Mass
Vespers Service

Wednesday, September 23, the Department of Theater and Dance and MetaArts will kick off the Studio
47 Performance Series with Drink to This! The program
will feature a plethora of selected works from young regional performers.
This performance will be follwed by a period of discussion between the performers and the audience.
Drink to This! will take place at 7:30 pm in Studio
47, on the third floor of Seabury Hall. Admission is free.
No ticket is required.

Studio 19 Play Festival
Thursday, September 24, the Department of Theater
and Dance will begin another series of performances
for the semester.
The Studio 19 Play Festival is a series of new works
written and directed by students in the department of
Theater and Dance.
The Play Festival will take place at 7:30 pm in Studio 19, on the third floor of Seabury Hall. Admission is
free. No ticket is required.

JD Parran and Spirit Stage
Appearing Saturday September 26, in the outdoor
concert series at Real Artways Theater is JD Parran and
Spirit Stage, a band that delves into every layer of African American music.
The band plays everything from the blues to Baptist
Church music to original work that pairs poetry and
instrumental pieces by members of the band.
The concert will begin at 4:30 pm at Real Artways
Theater on Arbor Street in Hartford. For more information, call the theater at (860) 232-1006.
(This concert is a compOsitians event supported by
the Evelyn Preston Fund and a Meet the Composer
Commissioning Music USA consortium grant.)

Kurt and Courtney
Tentatively opening on Wednesday, September 23 at
Real Artways Theater is the documentary Kurt and
Courtney.
Thelate Kurt Cobain and his wife Courtney Love are
the subjects of Nick Broomfield's investigation into the
theories circulating around the couple's relationship
and Cobain's suicide.
Broomfield's style is similar to that of the paparazzi
journalist. He lets his characters speak for themselves,
allowing him to sift for the truth with the dedication
of an incurable gossip.
For more information, call Real Artways at (860) 2321006.

Special Advisory #2

A beer inside of a travel mug
is not considered a closed container. AT doesn't care if it's
f rom Dunkin'Donuts.
Forget Drink!... Just Eat
And Be Merry

Okay, so maybe AT did see a
couple of seniors at the Party
Barn on Friday night. Apparently they thought the popcorn
was better than the music, so
good, in fact, that they took the
whole basket, propped it in a
trash can, and fed their faces for
half of the evening. Sure leaves
a good taste in my mouth, how
about you? And if you were
one of those dancing freshmen,
be sure, that's where the popcorn in your hair came from.
Special Advisory #3

Please refer to the Student
Handbook: Parents caught
holding more than one can of
beer in each hand or in possession of a 40 at Saturday's football game will be promptly
removed from campus. A sizable donation will be needed to
reinstate visitation privileges.

CINESTUDIO
The Truman Show

Wed. & Thurs., Sept. 23 & 24
Fri., Sept. 25
Sat., Sept. 26

7:30 pm
7:00 pm
2:30 pm, 7:00 pm

(1998) Directed by Peter Weir. Screenplay by Andrew Niccol. Cast: Jim Carrey, Laura Linney, Ed Harris, Natascha
McElhone. Peter Weir (Director of Picnic at HangingRock, Witness) and Andrew Niccol (writer/director of Gattaca)
have created a film with a totally brilliant premise: a 30 year-old resident of Seahaven, Florida slowly comes to the
realization that his entire life is actually a popular television show. Jim Carrey is truly amazing as Truman, a man
whose likable naivete curdles into rage as he learns that even his loved ones are played by actors, and a remote producer (Ed Harris) is responsible for deciding his fate, it's not likely that you'll see a better movie,this year. Is The
Truman Show a freak masterpiece, or a sign that the times are changing?" Peter Travers, Rolling Stone". 104 min.

High Art

Fri. & Sat. Sept., 25 & 26

9:10 pm

(1998) Written and directed, by Lisa Cholodenko. Cast Ally Sheedy, Radha Mitchell, Patricia Clarkson, Bill Sage.
Former brat-packer Ally Sheedy has been blowing audiences away with her raw performance of an avant-garde
photographer in New York, who has turned her back on the glitzy 80s art scene to hang out with her German girlfriend and get high. Their heroin-induced haze is interrupted by the curious downstairs neighbor, a young woman
(in a subtle and nuanced performance by Radha Mitchell) who works at an art magazine. Motivated by a healthy
dose of ambition and something approaching lust, she drags Sheedy, kicking and screaming, back into the limelight..
High Art won the coveted Waldo Salt Screenwriting Award at the 1998 Sundance Film Festival for first time writer/
director Lisa Cholodenko. 101 min.

The Hanging Garden

Sun., Sept. 27
Sun., Mon., & Tues., Sept. 27,28, & 29

2:30 pm
7:30 pm

(Canada, 1998) Written and directed by Thorn Fitzgerald. Cast: Chris Leavins, Troy Veinotte, Kerry Fox,-Peter
McNeill. The winner of the Best Canadian Film Award at the Toronto Film Festival asks not "can you go home again?",
but "if you go home again, will it be as awful as you remember it?" A sophisticated, slim and successful gay man,
played by Chris Leavins, returns to small town Nova Scotia for the wedding of his sister (Kerry Fox of An Angel at my
Table). Almost immediately, he finds himself plunged into the past, coming face-to-face with the vision of himself as
a 350 pound, suicidal teenager. A powerful black comedy sure to strike a chord with anyone.straight or gay, who has
made the escape from a claustrophobic childhood. 91 min. A HARTFORD PREMIERE The matinee showing of HANGING GARDEN Sunday Sept 27 is a benefit for The Connecticut Gay & Lesbian Film Festival, ADMISSION FOR THIS
SCREENING: $10, Students/Seniors $6. More info? - call 586-1136
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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El Spanglish National Anthem
On Saturday, September 26, El Spanglish National
Anthem, A Bochinche in Progress comes to Austin Arts
Center.
The presentation is a multimedia presentation of the
triails and tribulations and serious comical effects of
speaking two languages simultaneously.
The show combines poetry, drama, dance, comedy,
witchcraft and the unpredictable. ,
The presentation, written and directed by Pedro
Pietri of Puerto Rico, is part of the Center Artists Series
in association with Gaukia, Inc.
The show will take place at 8 pm in Goodwin Theater. Ticket prices are $12 general, $8 discounts, and free
with a student ID.

Hugh Ogden
On September 24, the department of English will
continue the 1998 Fall Writers Series with a poetry reading by Professor Hugh Ogden of the English Department.
Professor Ogden, who has published five books of
poetry (including one this year), will be reading from
his work on Thursday at the Gallows Hill Bookstore at
5:30 pm.
For more information, contact the English Department.

Krishna Reddy
On Wednesday, September 23, The Widner Gallery
will open up its latest exhibit, a collection of work by
internationally acclaimed printer and sculptor, Krishna
•Reddy.
• Reddy, who has taken an innovative, sculptural approach to printmaking, has been a strong influence in
contemporary printmaking.
The exhibit, an exhibition of color intaglio prints,
ranging from subtle organic forms to bold and powerful images, will run until October 25 at the gallery.
The exhibit will open on Wednesday with a reception at Ausitn Arts Center from 4:30 - 6:30 pm.
Admission to the exhibit is free.
For more information, call Austin Arts Center or
check their web site at www.trincoll.edu/'aac/.

JVoiF

Yom Kippur
Yom Kippur services (Reform) will be held on campus on Wednesday, September 30,1998. For location
and times, please call Sara X2944.
There will also be a Yom Kippur Break-the-Fast, held
at President Dobelle's home at 6:30 pm on September
30,1998.

Trinity Student Life
Vice-President for Student Services Sharon
Herzberger and Dean of Students Mary Thomas are interested in hearing your ideas about student life at Trinity.
So, grab your lunch and join them in the Tom Smith
Room in Mather on-Wednesday, September 23, from
12:00 -1:00 pm.
This discussion is the first in a series of of discussions
about Student Life at Trinity. Other dates will be announced.

"Noche Latina"
Joining on the celebration of the Hispanic Heritage
Month, The University of Connecticut, West Hartford
Campus, presents 'Noche Latina' (Latin Night).
An exhibition of artwork by visual artists, and musical performances, will take place on Friday, October
-2,1998.
Among the performing groups will be "Viva Quetzal'
• "one of the best-known Latin Jazz groups performing
in New England."
This event is free of charge.
For further information and directions, please go to
http://www.hartnet.org/"artsinct/latino/

Hartford Food System
On Saturday, October 3 at 8:00 pm in the South CongregationalChurch on 277 Main St. > Hartford Food System will host it's 20th Anniversary Celebration.
The celebration, which will feature music, food and
a silent auction, will'be hosted by radio personality
Colin McEnroe and Jim Hightower, former Texas Commissioner of Agriculture, will be the keynote speaker.
For ticket information call (860) 296-3635 or (860)
296-9325.

PLAYING

Showcase Cinema - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, September 24
Prices $7.25 regular admission, $4.50 matinees before 6:00 pm
For scheduling information, call (860) 568-8810.
Blade (R)

.

.

2 screens

Dance With Me (PG)
How Stella Got Her Groove Back (R)
Knock Off (R)
One True Thing (R)
Parent Trap (PG)
Private Ryan (R)
Rounders (R)
2 screens
Rush Hour (PG13)
Snake Eyes (R)
Something About Mary (R)
Why Do Fools Fall in Love (R)

2 screens

Wednesday, Sept. 23
9:30 pm

Charles Florez Quintet performs in
the Bistro.

10:00 pm

Movie Night.
City ojA ngeis in the Cave.

Thursday, Sept. 24
9:30 pm

Dave Stolz performs at the Bistro.

Friday, Sept. 25
7:00 pm

Have souvenir photo taken and
made into a keychain in Mather
Lobby.

9:00 pm

Candlelight Folk Fest and Ice
Cream Social on the Cave Patio,

Saturday, Sept. 26
10:00 am

African-American Parade.
Shuttle will run from Mather to
Albany Ave.

7:00 pm

Movie Night.
The Bigtemboski and Raising Ari
zona in McCook Auditorium.

10:00 pm

Raven Party at Vernon Center:

Sunday, Sept. 27
7:00 pm
• :

TCAC Meeting in the'Rittenberg
Lounge.
'
,.

.

Monday, Sept. 28
7:30 pm

SG A Meeting in the Terrace rooms.

8:00 pm

Alumni Panel on Investment'
Bankingin the Rittenberg Lounge.

Tuesday, Sept. 29
8:00 pm

New York Recruiting Consortium
Into Session.
Location TBA.

NSF Graduate Fellowships
The National Science Foundation (NSF) will award
approximately 1,000 new Graduate Research Fellowships, including awards offered for women in engineering and computer and information science.
Each three-year fellowship provides a stipend of
$15,000 for 12-month tenures and a cost- of-education
allowance of $10,500 per tenure year.
The deadline for applying in the 1999 competition is
:
November 5,1998.
Awards will be announced in late March 1999.

1:10 pm, 3:50 pm, 7:35 pm, 10:05 pm
7:05 pm, 9:35pm, 11:50 pm
1:30 pm, 4:35 pm, 7:10 pm, 9:45pm, 12:05 am
1:05 pm, 3:45 pm, 7:00 pm, 9:40 pm, 12:00 am
12:30 pm, 2:30 pm, 4:40 pm, 7:30 pm, 10:15 pm, 12:20 am
1:05 pm, 4:20 pm, 7:00 pm, 9:30 pm, 12:05 pm
1:35 pm, 4:25 pm
1:25 pm, 6:30 pm, 9:45 pm
1:00 pm, 4:00 pm, 7:15 pm, 9:50 pm, 12:15 am
1:30 pm, 4:30 pm, 7:45 pm, 10:20 pm
12:50 pm, 3:00 pm, 5:10 pm, 7:20 pm, 9:40 pm, 11:45 pm
1:20 pm, 3:30 pm, 5:40 pm, 7:50 pm, 10:10 pm,12:15 am
12:45 pm, 3:05 pm, 5:10 pm, 7:20 pm, 10:00 pm, 11:55 pm
1:25 pm, 4:45 pm, 7:25 pm, 9:55 pm, 12:10 am
1:00 pm, 4:05 pm, 6:55 pm, 9:25 pm, 11:45 pm
.

For more information contact
NSF Graduate Research Fellowship Program
ORA11PO Box 3010
Oak Ridge, TN 37831-3010 .
. phone:(422)241-4300
fax:(423)4513
.
email: nsfgrfp@orau.gov
orvisithttp://www.orau,gov/nsf/nsffelhtm

Newington Theater - 40 Cedar Street in Newington
Times are valid through Thursday, September 24
Prices $3.50 regular admission
For scheduling information, call (860) 666-8489.
Dead Man on Campus (R)
Dr.Dolittle(PGD)

1:30 pm, 3:20 pm, 5:10 pm
1:40 pm, 3:30 pm, 5:20 pm, 7:10 pm

Do You Want To Place a
Classified Ad?
/

Real Art Ways Theater - 56 Arbor Street in Hartford
Times are valid through Thursday, September 24
For prices and scheduling information, call (860) 232-1006.
Baby Doll (not rated)
Western (not rated)

2:30 pm
5:30 pm, 7:45 pm

y
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Breto's Pizza
(860) 278-4334 /

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
Free Delivery
Open Late
(860) 278-4527 Hours: Sunday-Thursday 11 a.m.-3 a.m.
Friday-Saturday 11 a.m.-4 a.m.

24 New Britain Avenue, Hartford, CT
"The Best Pizza in Hartford"

:

We Deliver a Full Line of Cigarettes, Garcia, and Phillies

Breto's.Pizza

Small (12")......... $5.00
targe {W)
$8.00
Sheet (18x24"). $15.00

W E ACCEPT

Topping........ $.50
Topping
$1.00
Topping
$2,50

Specialty

Sm. /

Hawaiian Pizza

Special Meat Dough.... Sm.$10.00 Lg. $15.00

PIZZA TOPPINGS

$6.00 /10.00 /20.00

W h i t e Veggie D e s i g n . . . . $8.50 /12.50 /22.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

Cajun Shrimp Pie

Lasagna
Chicken Parmesan.
Veal Parmesan
Calzone.
Baked Ziti.

Garlic Bread

I

Max's Preferred

Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the H e a r t . . . . . . . $8.00 /12.00 / 23.00
and mozzarella cheese.

$7.50
$6.50
.$5.00
-.. .$7.50
$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
' d-mm

$7.50
$7.50

GRINDERS & SUBS

\
$

Deep Spinach Pie Pizza

$8.50 / 12.50

An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

Sides & Salads
Maricoppi Bread

$3.50

A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.

TTTTrrrrrT^.
$7.50
$6.00 ($.75 per item)
$5.00

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

$8.50 /12.50 / 22.00

Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla

V
,„.
/.
Xj™tt & a ! a ^ / .

Half
BLT
$4.25
Meatball
$4.25
Cooked Salami
$4.25
Genoa Salami
$4.25
Pepperoni
$4.25
Tuna
$4.25
Hamburger
,
$4.50
Cheeseburger
$4.75
Ham & Cheese
$4.25
Sausage
$4.25
Veggie
$4.25
Eggplant
$4.25
Italian
$4.95
Roast Beef
$4.95
Turkey
$4.95
Veal...:
$4.95
Turkey & Bacon
$4,95
Chicken Parmigiana
$4.95
Pastrami...................
$4.95
Steak & Cheese
$4.95
Gyro (Steak & Cheese, Chicken or Lamb & Meat)
w/fries..
...

$10.00 /15.00 /30.00

Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

SPECIALTIES DINNERS

(

$8.50 /15.50 /22.00

Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh tomatoes, etc.

Bacon
Hamburger
Mozzarella
Pepperoni
Ham
Sausage
Olives
Broccoli
Anchovies
Spinach
Mushrooms
Onions
Tomato
Eggplant
Pineapple
Ricotta
Peppers
Hot Peppers
Fresh Garlic
Sun Dried Tomatos
Always — Extra Cheese No Charge

T

Lg. /Sheet

Served with Cheese, Ham and Pineapple

Red Veggie Design

Spaghetti w/meatball, sausage, shrimp
Eggplant Parmesan
Shells
Shells w/meatball, sausage, shrimp ........
r.
Ravioli, Meat or Cheese
.^—-^j
Stuffed Shells
' . . . / ^ l '• - p ^ ^ J ^ N
Maraeotti
(
„ ,. _ . .
\

Pizzas

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.00
$6.25
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$4.95
.$5.50

French Fries
$1.50
Onion Rings .
.. .
$2.80
Mozzarella Sticks (8 pcs.)
$4.50
Hamburger
$2.25
w/fries
$3.50
Cheeseburger
$2.50
w/fries.
$3.80
Fish & Chips
$7.50
Half Chicken (w/salad, fries & garlic bread) $6.95
Buffalo Wings (w/blue cheese)
$4.95
Chef Salad
$6.00
Greek Salad .
$6.00
Tuna Salad
$6.00
Antipasto
$ 6.00
Tossed Salad
$4.00
Caesar Salad
'.
$5.00

2 LARGE PIZZAS

$8.00 Plenty for two!

Cheese + 1 Topping + 2 Liter
$16.95 tax incl.
278-4334

Fries + Bread + Salad
$6.50 tax incl.
278-4334

CALZONE

GYRO

Cheese +1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.

Fries + Can of Soda
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

I.«

SMALL PIZZA

LARGE PIZZA

3 Topping + 1 Liter Soda
$7.00 tax incl.
278-4334

Cheese + 1 Topping + 2 Liter 1
Soda $10.00 tax incl.
*
278-4334

m

« Z 7 ™ 4 ! 34 . — — «

| J2 WHOLE GRINDERS!

<J &

Only
$10.95 tax incl.
278-4334

BUY 1 DINNER
Get 2nd at 1/2 Price
Free Salad and Garlic Bread
__
278-4334
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Sex Rules at Trinity Miller Shares His Poetry
campus designed for students to take
masturbation breaks. This idea was met
Arts Writer
with much laughter and agreement, although later one student was quoted as
As we all know, sex is a topic of great saying "I'd feel sorry for whoever had to
popularity here at Trinity. Students clean in there." For those who do not,
spend an incredible amount of time do- should not, or cannot engage in sexual
ing it, discussing it, joking about it, be- activity with a partner for whatever reamoaning their lack of it, theorizing about son, masturbation is the ultimate in safe
those enjoying it, and using a variety of sex. Even better, said Falzone, you can't
slang terms related to'it.
be offended if you aren't in the mood or
Hopefully, a reasonable portion of all you fall asleep in the middle of i t
this conversation is also devoted to makThe highlight of the program came
ing it safer for everyone involved. The when Falzone decided to illustrate the
infirmary and the Women's Center are value of communication in good sex.
both highly active in efforts to increase Although we all wish that our partners
awareness and provide students with the were mind readers, none of us are that
valuable information that they need to lucky.
make informed choices about their sex
If you think you are, try this little test.
lives.
While freshman Reed Whitman nerThe latest installment in a series of vously waited on stage with his eyes
lectures and discussion groups took closed and back turned, Falzone told the
place in the Washington Room last Tues- audience she was going to attempt to get
day evening. The speaker was come- him to please her by mimicking an acdienne Maria Falzone, whose program, tion without any verbal direction from
Sex Rules, was both humorous and in- her. The action? To lie on his stomach and
sightful. Unlike many presentations, do the breaststroke.
which focus solely on one aspect of sex
Her efforts eventually resulted in
such as rape prevention and counseling, Whitman on the floor and laughter from
STDs, or pregnancy and birth control, the crowd, but failed to produce the deFalzone's routine covered a wide range sired behavior on his part. This seems
of topics in a manner guaranteed to pro- like a great party game, but not somevoke smiles as well as serious thought.
thing to try in bed if you want a sexuThroughout the course of an hour and ally pleasurable evening.
a half, Falzone presented a series of eight
The unfortunate reality brought to
steps to great sex, including such pearls light by Falzone's program was that all
as "Condoms are sexy," "Imagination," No too many of us fall prey to what she calls
means no means no," and "Safe sex » Self the "Stud / Slut" complex, a mindset
love." In order to illustrate these steps, the which allows both parties to abdicate
comedienne used well-delivered humor responsibility for their actions, often by
and the assistance of several audience claiming coercion or drunkenness,
members in on-stage activities.
among other excuses.
"The largest theme of Falzone's presenTo avoid this, Falzone advises thortation was the concept that individuals ough and detailed communication by
who do not know themselves cannot rea- both parties including information on
sonably expect their partners to figure health status, preferred methods of prothem out. This is tr ue for both emotional tection, physical desires, and "bottom
and physical needs and responses.
line" statements about boundaries. With
To support her position that women this sort of knowledge in place, a couple
are often much less familiar and com- can have fantastic sex, something
fortable with their bodies and desires Falzone herself claimed to have from the
than are men, she suggested taking outset of her program.
Polaroids of the genitals of all students
Sex Rules was a fresh and humorous
on campus and posting them along the look at a subject we should all think
walls of Mather. It's a fairly easy assump- more about. Falzone maintained the pertion to make that a much higher percent- fect mix of the serious and the comedic.
age of guys than girls would be able to While moments of laughter always
pick their property out of this lineup. highlighted a specific idea or "rule of the
Think about it women - when was the game" for audience members to consider,
last time you grabbed a mirror and took she never let the weight of her topic overa look? Probably not recently, according whelm her presentation. She covered
to Falzone's impersonation of a girl get- many sensitive issues in a manner that
ting ready to perform this operation for allowed students and staff members
the first time.
with varying backgrounds and opinions
To combat unpleasurable sexual expe- on sex to benefit from and relate to her
riences, Falzone promoted large degrees experiences.
As Falzone says, if you can't laugh
of masturbation. Because it is such a
valuable and relaxing method for getting about it, you can't do it. Kudos to the
to know yourself and relieving stress, she Women's Center for inviting such an ensaid that we should request that the ad- joyable and knowledgeable speaker to
ministration include little rooms all over tackle this difficult subject.
BY VIRGINIA LACEFIELD

Aiello's
Kitchen
"No Affair Too Big
Or Too Small"
489 Wethersfield Avenue
Phone: (860) 296-9242
Fax:(860)296-2063

L

BY ANDREW PEARL

Arts Writer

Going to a poetry reading is generally
considered a stuffy snob's experience,
but those who attended the E. Ethelbert
Miller poetry reading last Wednesday
probably found something very different
than what they had expected. Miller
showed himself to be a dynamic presenter of his poetry and not just a dull
reader.
Miller's poetry focused on very diverse
subjects. Miller touched on serious ideas
such a child abuse, breast cancer and the
history of his African American heritage.
Some of Miller's poems discussed sol-

small children in his series of "Omar"
poems, people of other cultures or even
that of a woman who has breast cancer
in his own personal favorite poem,
"Rebecca." Miller was able to actually
perform the voices of these people in a
way no one but the author could.
Miller also brought something else to
his reading. He spoke about the audience
where the inspiration for his poems lies.
He told how he wrote the poems, why he
chose certain words or phrases.
He gave the audience insight into the
mind of a poet. He presented a first hand
analysis of his own work. Miller shared
a part of his writing that no one else
could adequately share.
What Miller's poetry and presentation

What [£. Ethelbert] Miller's poetry and presentation
might Jack in total seriousness, he more than made up
for in presentation.
emn topics such as the Holocaust and the
fight for democracy in Chile. But, the
somber mood would be broken up by
moments of levity when Miller would
recite a poem about baseball, or why
women like musicians better than poets.
No sooner were people considering the
personal role of religion than they were
laughing at the relationship of sex and
music, as opposed to sex and poetry,
Miller mixed humor and sadness into his
work which helped express the whole
range of human experience.
The voices of Miller's poems were easily as diverse as the subjects he wrote
about. A person who simply read Miller's
poems would not extract from them
what someone who heard him recite
them would. Miller took on the voice of

might lack in total seriousness, he more
than made up for in presentation. Even
if a listener were not someone who likes
hearing or reading poetry, he would certainly enjoy Miller's casual, entertaining,
enthusiastic style.
E. Ethelbert Miller's poetry expressed
a diversity that all people can understand. Professor Fred Pfeil said that
Miller's poetry was even, "for people who
don't like poetry." The only bad part of
the evening was that the copies of
Miller's poetry that Trinity had ordered,
had not arrived. However, he was more
than happy to give out cards with an email address and phone number and to
talk to each member of the audience individually, making him an extremely
accessible poet in more ways than one.

m B mB a

Connecticut
Poetry Circuit
UNDERGRADUATE
POETRY CONTEST
To Enter Trinity's contest to choose
our nominee, students must submit
three copies of five pages of poetry by:

Wednesday, October 7,
at 4:00 p.m.
To: Hugh Ogden in the
English Department
The student's name should not appear on
the poems, hut should be printed on a
seperate sheet ofpaper with his/her address,
telephone number, and year in college
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Film Explores Life of
Playwright Oscar Wilde
Biographical Film Deals With Controversial Matter
BY DANIEL FLIGSTEN

Arts Writer

The Department of Theater and
Dance will present student written
and directed plays on Thursday, September 24 at 7:30 PM, 3rd Floor,
Seabury Hall. The performance, entitled The Studio 19 Play Festival, is the
first in the semester long Studio 19 Performance Series.
Don't miss the Krishna Reddy Exhibit in Widener Gallery running September 23-25. The exhibit of color
intaglio prints by the internationally
renowned printer and sculptor range
from subtle images to the bold and
powerful. Reddy's innovative developments in printing has influenced contemporary printmaking. The opening
reception is on September 23,4:30-6:30
PM.
Leave Wednesday evening open to
attend Drink to This, an informal
showing of selected works by young local performers. The performance, on
September 23 at 7:30 PM, 3rd Floor of
Seabury Hall, will be followed by a dialogue with the audience. The event is
part of the Studio 47 Performance Series, sponsored by the Department of
Theater and Dance.
Professor Hugh Ogden will be reading a selection of his poetry on Thursday, September, 24 at 5:30 PM. The
readta£;Jptartb[ thtFaill Writers Series,
will take place in the Gallows Hill
Bookstore. Ogden has acted on stage
and been a radio show host on CT Public Radio. He is also the author of five
books of poetry, and has produced a
taped recording of his reading.

One will quench your thirst.
The other could set you up for rape.

Which would you drink?

"Buggery," homosexuality, sodomy
and the art of play writing. Such was the
life of the famous nineteenth century
playwright Oscar Wilde according to
this biographical movie. Brian Gilbert's
film Wilde is about a literary genius
whose public life was an immense success and whose private life was a scandal.
In the movie, Oscar Wilde (Stephen
Fry) is married to Constance, a loving
wife with whom he fathers several children. One day, a young man named
Robbie enters Wilde's life and changes
it forever. Robbie seduces the older playwright into a relationship that may have
been commonplace in ancient Greece,
but was absolutely taboo in nineteenthcentury London.
Following this first homosexual encounter, Wilde recognizes his true nature
which he has been repressing his entire
life. He meets another young man with
whom he quickly becomes involved.
Eventually, he moves onto yet another
"bum-boy" named Bosie (Jude Law) with
whom he has a traumatic lengthy love
affair. Bosie is extremely temperamental and opinionated; he insists on being
very flamboyant in public with Oscar.
Ultimately, Wilde is sued by Bosie's father for impropriety and must reveal his
true nature to the public who once
adored him for his plays.
A few words of "caution: this'film is
definitely not for those who are uncomfortable with the issue of homosexuality
It is quite explicit in content and frequently contains scenes that are shockingly graphic. There are no euphemisms
here; this is seriously hard-core. With
its uncensored look at alternative
lifestyles, Wilde pushes the boundaries
of what an "R-rated" movie can contain.
However, if you can get past this issue,
it is a good film. Though it contains no
"big-name" stars, the acting is overall
well done. The movie does an excellent
job of developing Wilde's complicated
personality as well as those of his
"friends." A memorable scene involves

WWW.OSCARWILDE.COM

Stephen Fry stars as controversial
playwright Oscar Wilde in the new
film exploring his turbulent life and
career. •

Bosie's intolerant father, Queensberry,
who is forced to join his son and Wilde
for dinner. It is a tremendously awkward
moment because of Queensberry's suspicions as to the nature of the relationship between the two men. Yet he
valiantly tries to be polite. This sort of
well-staged interaction characterizes the
movie.
Though far too graphic, Wilde is a
well-made film about an ingenius playwright. If you can handle the controversial subject matter, this movie is
worth seeing.

ill
Study-Away programs in the world's most
fascinating locales.
The Berlin Consortium

Rape is a sad reality. And it can happen
to anyone. Even you.

• At social gatherings, don't accept
open-container drinks From anyone.

When secretly slipped into a beverage,
even a glass of iced tea, sedating
substances can leave anyone vulnerable
to sexual assault.. You may not be able
to see it, smell it, or taste it. And you
don't have to be at a bar or club. It
could happen in any social setting.
The tragic fact is that the reasons for
rape really have nothing to do wiih
you. It happens only because there
are people who wish to harm.

• If you experience dizziness, extreme
drowsiness, or other sudden and
unexplained symptoms, call
someone you trust. Go to a hospital
emergency room immediately.. Try
to, retain a sample of the beverage
for testing.

But there are same things that may help
reduce your risk
• Always keep your beverage in sight.
e At a bar or club, accept drinks only
from the bartender or server.

If you think you've been sexually
assaulted, call (888)999-5545 for a
rape crisis center near you, or call the
police immediately. Don't be afraid to
reach out for help. There are tests to
help prove you've been drugged, and a
federal law that can put the rapist in
prison Tor 20 years.

for German Studkt
features maximum immersion in the culture of a
newly reunited Germany.
It is a challenging and
diverse program of study
ar the Frcie Universitflt
Berlin, sponsored by six
major American research
universities. Programs 4ic
available for a semester or
the academic year.
The premier studyTabroati
program in the City of
Light, Columbia
University in Paris at
Reid Hall is noted for its
superb faculty and academic standards, and for its
creative use of one of the
world's besr-lovcd cities.
The program is for students at varying levels of
French language proficiency. Programs are available
for a semester, the academic year or for summer.

tl
Consortium for German siudte
CoiegeS«udy^broadFar,

Thursday, 9 / 2 *
WasWngtonRocnvHtalherJW

4-$:30pm
For more information if unable to attend the information session,
contact John Sharpies, Assistant Director of Overseas Programs.
email: studyaway@columbia.edu
Snail: 2970 Broadway, MC 4115, NYC 10027

i (212)
Information will also be
available for our summer
programs in Chirut and
Scandlano, Italy.

854-2559

f W#
Summer Language Program InChtha'
Summ# Program in Scandiano, Italy
,*• .''

So please, help reduce your risk...

Watch your drinh!
THIS PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT IS PROVIDED BY THIS
CONNECTICUT DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER PROTECTION.
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Fall 1998 Arts Preview
Check Out Whafs Happening On Campus this Semester

Cinestudio Promises a Scintillating Season
SEPTEMBER
9/23-9/26 Looking for something to do on Parents Weekend? Bring your folks to Peter
Weir's critically acclaimed film
The Truman Show. Jim Carrey
stars as a man who slowly
comes to the realization that his
life is the subject of a hit TV
show
9/25 & 9/26 Catch former
Brat Packer Ally Sheedy's riveting performance in High Art,
playing at 9:15.
9/25 At 4 PM Cinestudio will
present a special screening of
Dangerous Beauty, followed by
a lecture by author Margaret
Rosenthal on "Women in Society in Renaissance Venice."
9/27-9/29 Check out the Canadian film The Hanging Garden, which won a top prize at
the Toronto Film Festival. The
Sunday Matinee is a benefit for

a 70 millimeter print ofTitanic
at 7:00 on Wed nesday & Thursdayand 7:30 Friday & Saturday.
Sure, it's on video but wouldn't
you rather see Leo on one of the
largest screens in New England?
10/4-10/6 Robert Redford's
The Horse Whisperer was overshadowed by various summer
blockbusters when it was first
released, so be sure not to miss
this beautiful film when it
comes to Cinestudio.
10/7-10/13 The films of
Federico Fellini have inspired
everyone from Martin Scorcese
to Woody Allen. Trinity students can discover the work of
this brilliant director this
month with the fully restored
version of his classic film Nights
of Cabiria.. A Hartford Premiere.
10/9-10/10 Stop by the late

WWWJNAKEYESMOVIECOM

Nicolas Cage stars in Brian DePalma's Snake Eyes.
the Connecticut Gay & Lesbian
Film Festival, so general admission is $10 and $6 for students,
educators, and seniors.
OCTOBER
9/30-10/3
Attention
DiCaprio fans- be sure to catch

show to see the 1998 comedy
Billy Hollywood's Screen Kiss .
This movie will also be playing
on Saturday at 2:30.
10/14-10/17 Cinestudio will
be presenting the Hartford premiere of Francisco Manso's Testamento. Don't miss it!

10/16 & 10/17 Those who
enjoyed Christina Ricci's performance in The Opposite of Sex
will also appreciate her tapdancing floozy in Vincent
Gallo's Buffalo 66, playing at the
late show.
10/18 Scorcese fans should
come to the Sunday Matinee for
an encore presentation of his
1997 masterpiece, Kundun. Set
worlds away from his native
New York, the director instead
focuses on the life the Dalai
Lama.
10/18-10/20 Director Darren
Aronofsky received a top prize
at the Sundance Film Festival
for his disturbing debut feature,
Pi. This critically acclaimed
film centers around a mathematical genius who finds his
life in jeopardy after discovering a numerical code that .may
unlock secrets of the universe.
10/21-10/27 Cinestudio presents a special week-long engagement of the 1958 classic
Touch of Evil, fully restored to
Orson Welles' original vision.
Starring Charlton Heston, Janet
Leigh, Marlene Dietrich, and
Welles himself, the movie deals
with crime and corruption in a
small Mexican border town. It
would be a mistake to miss this
one.
... .10/23 &10/24 ... .Nick
Broomfield's documentary Kurt
and Courtney sent Shockwaves
through Sundance with its allegations that Courtney Love may
have played a significant role in
husband Kurt Cobain's apparen t suicide. Judge for yourself at
the late show.
10/28 Luis Bunuel'sNazarin
will play at Cinestudio for one
night as part of the Latin
American film festival.
10/30-10/31 Brian DePalma's
latest movie, Snake Eyes will
play at the late show. This
multi-faceted thriller stars
Nicolas Cage and Gary Sinise.

WWW.CHIREADER.COM/MOVIE5/

Orson Welles in his 1958 classic film A Touch of Evil.
NOVEMBER
10/29-11/2 Urike Koch's The
Saltmen of Tibet will make its
. Hartford: debut right here on.
campus, Don't miss it!
11/1 ThefilmDance WithMe
will play on Sunday at 2:30 as
part of a special benefit matinee.
11/4-11/7 Another Sundance
sensation comes to Cinestudio
this fall. Be sure to catch Smoke
Signals, the first film directed
by, written by, and starring Native Americans.
11/6 & 11/7 Get ready for a
return engagement of late show
favorite Faster Pussycat, Killl
Kill! This cult classic is not to
be missed.
11/8- 11/10 Minnie Driver

stars as the title character in The
Governess, a film about A young
woman in nineteenth-century
England who must disguise her
Jewish identity when she accepts a job in the household of a
wealthy, Scottish family.
Showtimes are 2:30 & 7:30 on
Sunday, 7:30 Monday-Thursday,
7:00 Friday, and 2:30 & 7:00 Saturday unless otherwise noted
General Admission is $5 for
regular shows and $6 for Hartford Premieres. Students.educators, and senior citizens (60+)
are admitted for $4 for regular
shows and $5forpremeires. The
dates and times listed here are
subject to change.
Compiled by Beth Gilligan

Performance Arts Presents Fresh Voices
SEPTEMBER
9/23 Drink to This will
present an informal display of
selected works by young local
performers. This is the first in
the Studio 47 Performance Series. The event will be held at
7:30 PM, on the 3rd floor of
Seabury Hall.
9/24 The Studio 19 Play Festival, at 7:30 PM on the 3rd floor
of Seabury Hall, promises to
present fresh and innovative
plays, written and directed by
students in the Department of
Theater and Dance, This event
is the first in the semester-long
Studio 19 Performance Series.
The play being presented is student Javier Chacin's MasterJob,
directed by Paige McGinley.
9/26 El Spanglish National
Anthem provides a multi-media presentation of the trials
and tribulations of growing up
bilingual. The performance

10/7 Jeffrey Kreiger presents play.Loyover, directed by Tracey
a recital featuring Videocello, an Costa.
interactive video piece for electronic cello, computer and
10/24-10/25 Ain't It Good: A
video. He also gives a preview Stephen Schwartz Revue will
of Suddenly It's Evening, a com- beheld at 8 PM, and on 10/25 at
missioned work by American 2 PM in Goodwin Theater. A
composer Donald Erb. The composer
and lyricist,
event starts at 12:15 PM in "Schwartz's credits include
Godspell, Pippin, Pocahontas,
9/26 The band Angry Salad Garmany Hall
The Hunchback of Notre Dame
is performing in the Vernon So10/21 Noted Korean per- and Butterflies Are Free. The
cial Center at 10PM. Don't miss
this great event, sponsored by former/director Manhong performance, directed by
Kang performs with Korean Gerald Moshell and choreothe Raven Society.
shaman artist Hi-ah Park for the graphed by Paul Tines, is sponfirst time in this special evening sored by the Department of
of improvisational theater/Join Music.
OCTOBER
in the discussion with the art10/28-10/30 The Wu Wei
10/5 James Wilson and ists afterwards. The perforJoanne Kong perform a cello mance takes place at 7:30 PM on Theater of Frankfurt, Germany,
presents Good Woman of
and piano duo at 8 PM in the 3rd floor of Seabury Hall.
Setzuan by Bertolt Vrecht. PerGarmany Hall. The perfor10/22 The second install- formed in Germane, the piece
mance includes works by Bach,
Beethoven,
Part,
and ment of The Studio 19 Play Fes- comes alive through inventive
Rubinstein. The pair have been tival will be held at 7:30 PM on use of music and an English
recognized for their sensitive the 3rd floor of Seabury Hall. translator. Presented as part of
and artistic treatment of music. The performance will feature the Center Artists Series, the
student Courtney C McKenna's performance will be held in
combines poetry, drama, dance,
comedy, and witchcraft in this
unusual evening. The play,
written and directed by Pedro
Pietri, is presented as part of the
Center Artists Series. The performance is at 8 PM in Goodwin
Theater.

Garmany Hall.

NOVEMBER
11/18 As The Crow Flies, a
performance by improvisational vocalist Victoria
Christgau and composer/guitarist Robert Weinstein and
percussionist John Marshall
will be held at 7:30 PM on the
3rd Floor of Seabury Hall. The
trio draws from their roots in
jazz, world music and improvisation.
11/19 The third performance
of The Studio 19 Play Festival
highlights Hamlet, written and
adapted by Robert Churchwell,
directed by Nora Matthews.
The performance is at 7:30 PM
on the 3rd floor of Seabury Hall.
The dates and times listed
here are subject to change.
Compiled by Liz Kiszonas
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Bantam Soccer Is
BY ANDY HAYES

Sports Writer

In the beginning of preseason, Trinity men's soccer had
high expectations, and figured
that just showing up to play
would suffice. Preseason practices were not very intense, and
players were not challenging
themselves. Following their
opening loss to Coast Guard,
Trinity had to take a step back.
As they recalled last year's successes, "having fun" was what
led them to the NCAA tournament. Not caring about who
they played, the Bantam kickers
would just go out, play soccer,
have fun, and a winning result
tended to follow.
At their first practice following the loss, a complete change
of attitude was evident. Intensity was starting to show and
players were not only challenging themselves, but also their
teammates. With a revamped
attitude and game plan, the
team played their home opener
against Albertus Magnus on
Wednesday.
Early in the game, the squad
showed signs of the way they
played against Coast Guard. The
first half was sloppy but visibly
better then their opener, but
still the fun was not there.
Albertus Magnus, better than in
past years, had a couple
chances, but could not finish.
The Bantam kickers went into
the break leading 1-0 on. Chris
Zoppi's '02 first collegiate goal.
The second half was played
much like the first. Although in
control, the Bantams could not
finish, so the score remained 10 until late in the half. Finally,
the forwards broke through as

Jay Fernandes '99 scored his ing whistle sounded, the team
first goal of the year with 12 quickly put the Camels under
minutes left. The forwards pressure. Five minutes into the
struck again 8 minutes later as game, midfielder Dee Rudolph
Zoppi netted his second of the '00 broke through and just
day, finishing a centering pass missed wide from about 25
from Mickey Chambers '01. yards.out. The defense, led by
Then with 25seconds left in the captains Mike Dudevoir '99,
game, Brett MacQuarrie '01 Andy Hayes '99, and Val Toth
scored his first goal of the year '01, completely shut down the
on a thirty yard shot that hit the Camel forwards by denying all
underside of the crossbar and service to them. The Bantams
then the back of the net.
finally scored 15 minutes into
Although in control of the the game, as Chambers touched
game and winning 4-0, the Ban- in a rebound to put them up 1tam kickers still lacked what 0. The rest of the first half was
played nearly flawlessly as the
As they recalled
Bantams were passing, tackling,
and heading like they should
last
year's
have been. The squad went into
successes,
the break still leading, and with
"having fun"
a passion for soccer not seen
since last year.
was what led
The second half was almost
them to the
a mirror image of the first one
N C A A
as the Bantams kept the pressure on. With 20 minutes gone,
tournament
Mike Wilson '00 broke through
made them so successful last and was fouled just outside the
year. At times, sloppy passing penalty box. After much disand lack of effort allowed cussion, Hayes lined up and
chances for a much weaker drilled a penalty shot on net. It
Albertus team. With Connecti- grazed a Camel defender in the
cut College on Saturday, the wall and found its way into the
Bantams would have to practice back of the net. His first collebetter, and that is exactly what giate goal, it gave the Bantams
they did.
some breathing room. But, they
Practices on Thursday and did not stop there. Midfielders'
Friday were like none up to that John Harrelson '00, Nate Potter
point. Players were flying '00, Caley Iandorio '01, Mike
around the field, trying to make Baskoff '99, and Rudolph all
themselves and their team- continued to apply pressure to
mates better. The result was the Camel defense. Forwards'
spectacular as the Bantams Fernandes, MacQuarrie, Zoppi,
blew out Connecticut College 3- and Wilson had numerous
0 on Saturday.
chances, but the Camel goalFrom the minute they got off keeper came up with some huge
the bus, the team was all busi- saves. With about 15 minutes
ness. It seemed that they were left, Chambers scored his secnow realizing what they had to
See KICKERS page twentydo to be successful. As the openone

Mike Wilson '00 cuts through Albertus's defense

KATIE BRYANT

Undefeated Still
continued from page twentyfour
captain Christina Spilios '99
who fed the ball upf ield, Brown
centered the ball to Dwyer, who
redirected the ball to the corner
of the goal just out of reach of
the Amherst keeper. Trinity
took a 1-0 advantage. Amherst
continued their attack in the
remaining minutes and gave
Trinity one last scare with a last
second break away that proved
fruitless against •Trinity's solid
defense.
Although, Trinity did not follow their game plan of using
bath sides of the field and keeping the ball on their sticks, they
are happy to have stepped up to

such an early challenge. Coach
Sheppard believes last week's
games demonstrated Trinity's
ability to dominate games
against teams of all levels.
"We clearly dominated both
games, we now just need to
learn to capitalize on the opportunities we create for ourselves
because with our talent and
depth we are going to be an even
greater scoring power than last
season."
The Amherst game in particular gave Trinity an opportu"'
nity to pinpoint areas that need
the most work and hope to improve on them this week as they
face Mt. Holyoke at home on
Thursday and Bates on Family
Weekend.

(not in credit cards)
Introducing the New American
Express® Credit Card for Students.
Live for today.
Build for tomorrow.
The New American Express Credit
Card for Students is a resource you
can depend on. With benefits like big
airfare savings, free credit information,
and no annual fee, it'll help you get the
most from your student years — and
help you build a solid financial
foundation for the future.

Cards
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Trinity Poses No Threat to Amherst
Tennis Beats Conn, Falls to Nationally Ranked Lord Jeffs

ond of the day, a rocket from just inside
the eighteen. Down 3-0, the Camels were
out of it and Head Coach Eddie Mighten
notched his first win at Conn during his
tenure as the Trinity head coach.
In goal for the Bantams, senior Craig
"Rambone" Anderson recorded his second consecutive shutout, making five
saves in the win. "Having fun" was back

BY A M Y FRIEDMAN

Sports Writer

This week, the Trinity Women's Tennis Team faced competition from both
ends of the spectrum: beating Connecticut College, 8-0, on Wednesday, and then
loosing to Nationally ranked Amherst,
0-8 on Saturday. Currently, the Women
have a record of 2-2, and they are now
entering the third week of competitive
play.
The match against Conn College, one
of the weaker NESCAC schools, bolstered Trinity's confidence. The afternoon at home began with doubles and
quickly ended with Trinity sweeping all
three positions.
At number one, Erica Johnson '00 and
Becky Mate '02, won 8-1; Sarah Maloney
'99 and Heidi Polsen '00 won 8-4 in the
number two spot; while Amy Friedman
'99 and Caroline Hughes '00 won 8-1 at
number three. The women entered their

in the team's attitude as they completely
dismantled a highly touted Camel
squad. Now with a record of 2-1, the kickers face another tough week of regional
opponents. Wednesday they will try to
avenge a 1-0 defeat last year as they play
Salve Regina, home at 4:00. Then for Parents Weekend, they will play NESCAC
foe, Wesleyan at 11:00.
KATIE BRYANT

Sarah Maloney '99 takes aim at the competition

you've practiced long enough. Its time
to ]ump into the Mure with both feet
at Hartford Life, beginning with our

J
See firsthand how a career at Hartford Life
translates to a constant stream of new
opportunities, a chance to leam and gmv in
a progressive emtwnment and a dynamic
waytochallenge yourselftobe your test
\bu may be a Ue surprised by our Bring It
On attitude of "whatever happens, you can
handle it," only because it doesn't sound
See a typical insurance company. Tint's
because we're not We believe insurance
and investments should help you look formdtolife,notjustprotBctyoufimtl
Hartford Life has high-growth objectives •— for botn the bottom line and
your career. Not only are we the fourth
largest life insurance group in the county based on assets, but we've also
been recognized for achieving the highest tier of customer service in the variable annuity industry — and we now.
serve over 1,000,000 individual annuity
contract holders.
Join us at our Open House for initial
screenings, meetings with hiring
managers (when appropriate) and
oeHdous refreshments. Start looking
forward to life as much as we look
forward to recognizing and rewarding
ambitious professionals.

All positions require a 4-year college degree or its equivalent; new
graduates encouraged to apply. Some positions require mutual
fund knowledge or experience.

INDIVIDUAL LIFE & ANNUITY REPRESENTATIVES
Customer Service
Contract Management
Account Management
Distributed Services
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Accountants
Actuaries
Claim Examiners
Service Specialists
Underwriters

>,

ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Cash Analysts
Participant Services Associates
Accountants
Financial Analysts
Hartford Ufa, Inc. offers an excellent work environment with a
compensation package that helps you look forward to life. H you
are unaMe to attend our Open House, please send your resume
to: Hartford Life, Inc., Human Resources, Reference Code:
HLXXX0998, 200 Hopmeadow Street, Simsbury, CT 06089; Fax:
(860) 843-5873; E-mail: resumebankettiehartford.com. We are an
equal opportunity employer.

Bring It On]
o

T H E

THE
HARTFORD

THE BEST WAY TO LOOK FORWARD: WWW.THEHARTF0RD.COM

The team relished in
their victory, but the
win did not affect their
ego, realizing that
Amherst was going to
be a challenge.
singles matches with the momentum in
their favor as they prepared to stop their
rivals once again.
Conn. College's Megan Moore '01 was
the only Camel to pose.a threat to the
Bants in singles play. Trinity's Erica
Johnson was forced to overcome exhaustion in her three hour battle. A little before duskjohnson finished off Moore in
three sets, 7-5,2-6,6-3.
,
"Huggies", at number five, had a mentally challenging match, yet she won 62, 7-5. Her opponent sliced every shot
back from the baseline, and "Huggies"
won by hitting angle shots and drawing
her opponent wide. Number two Friedman crushed her opponent 6-0, 6-1,
while number three Poison emerged victorious 6-1,6-0. At number six, Lindsay
Packard '01 also beat up on the competition, 6-1, 6-0, and Sarah Maloney over
powered her opponent at number five, 60,6-0.
The team relished in their victory, but
the win did not affect their ego, realizing that Amherst was going to be a challenge. On their home court, Amherst
swept t,he doubles. At number one,
Johnson and Mate, and number three,
Maloney and Polsen, lost 8-1. Friedman
and Hughes, at number two, lost 8-4.
The singles results were similar, with
the closest match being Friedman at
number three. Friedman took her opponent to three sets. She won the first 6-4
by mixing up a variety of shots and using her speed to track down each ball.
Amherst's Stephanie Fong '02 fought
back to beat Friedman in the next two
sets, 2-6, 0-6. At number four Heidi
Polsen-also played well matching her
opponents powerful groundstrokes, yet
she lost 6-3,6-4.
At number one, Becky Mate returned
for her first complete singles match
where she lost 6-1,6-0 to one of the best
players in the league, and Rolex Champion, Jamie Cohen,
At number three, Erica Johnson lost 62,6-lto another excellent tennis player
and tough competitor, Neilie Steinberg;
Caroline Hughes lost 6-3,6-4 at number
five; and Sarah Maloney lost 6-1,6-0 at
number six.
With these two matches behind them,
the Trinity Women's Tennis team is looking forward to playing two home
matches this week: Wesleyan on
Wednesday (3:00), and Brandeis on Saturday (11:00) for Parents' Weekend.
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Rugger Burns
Women's R ugby Poised for Success
BY CASEY SAVAGE

Sports Writer

After a very successful season
last'spring, the women's rugby
team, is excited to return to the
field. Due to the teams superior
playiast year, theNERFU (New
Eagland Rugby Football
LJp|cm) promoted the squad
incoTk new division. With the
move up to Division II, theLady
Bantams look forward to a challenging season with six
matches in total, including
teams in such locations as St.
Michael's in Burlington, VT and
Williams
College
in
Williamstown, MA, as. well as
three home matches versus
Wesleyan, Stonehill, and

"// the team
stays mindful of
previous
mistakes and
focused on their
t o u g h
competition, it
looks as though
this is going to
be a rewarding
season"

erans and two coaches, the team
is off toan extremely good start.
Under the leadership of captains Sue Kemalian '99,
Maureen Kay '99, Jess Flaherty
'99, Sarah Douglas '99, and
coaches Ron Cino and Scott
Murray, the returning team has
been intensively preparing for
the upcoming season for the
past three weeks. Their opening
match is this weekend versus
Wesleyan. In past years
Wesleyan has been one of the
toughest challengers for the
Lady Bantams, However, the
team is confident that they have
adequately, prepared for Parents'
Weekend. With the new season,
the team has acquired a remarkably talented group of rookies,
as well as a new forwards coach.
Coach Murray, a Trinity gradu-

ate and ex-Trinity rugger, has
proven to be a helpful addition
to the team. With his extensive
knowledge of the game as well
as intensity during practices, he
has begun to raise the forwards

to a new level of play. Coach
Cino continues his tradition of
successful coaching molding
the back line to a cohesive
group of tough competitors.
With an overwhelming
turnout of rookies and many
veterans returning from seinesters abroad, the team will be
able to field an A side comprised
of experienced veterans as well
as a strong B side filled with
rookies eager to play. Captain
Kay encompasses the excitement felt by the whole team
when she states," As a senior
rugby player, I can honestly say
that 1 have never played on a
stronger team, and I look forward to a strong season"
The only set back that the
team has been facing since their
return this season is the constant changing of practice sites
^rtunately m the past tf
held on the rugby field The
team has been everywhere from
the field behind the football
field to the main quad. Yet despite these distractions they
have been able to bond together
and conduct intensive and focused practices. "Despite being
jostled from field to field, the
back line looks strong as we are
refining old plays under the
coaching of Coach Cino" comments Kay.
Overall, if the team stays
mindful of previous mistakes
and focused on their tough
competition, it looks as though
this is going to be a rewarding
season for the, women rugby
team. The entire team is excited
about the season, and it all gets
underway this weekend against
Wesleyan.

STUDY ABROAD
COMING TO YOUR CAMPUS!
A representative front the Syracuse University
Abroad office will be on campus to discuss
study abroad opportunities through SU.
Date:
Time:
Place:

September 24, 1998
4:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Study Abroad Fair in
Mather Hall

• Grants, loans & academic scholarships
• Coursesowk, internships, travel & more
Zimbabwe • England • Italy
Hong Kong • Spain • France
Syracuse University 119 Euclid Avenue Syracuse, NY 13244
800-235-3472 snabroad@syr.edv http://somweb.syr.edn/dipa

y
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Fast Times At UMass-Dartmouth
Cross-Country Boasts Top Scorers At
of time to make up some places.
Each runner, including front
runner Markelz, took advantage
Sports Writer
of the flat course and moved up
throughout the race. Markelz
This weekend the cross coun- finished in fifth place with a
try teams had the unusual treat time of 26:06, the equivalent of
of running on a flat grassy 5:06 mile splits.
course that was sure to guaranThe Bantams second scorer,
tee fast times. This pre-race as- co-captain David Kyle '00, comsumption was confirmed by pleted the race in 27:38 and in
both the men's and women's 32nd place. A step behind, but
teams as they went on to finish nevertheless running a strong
out of fifteen teams, fifth and race, was classmate Andrew
third, respectively. En route to Malick '00, who finished the
these team standings, a number course in 27:56. The next two
of runners lowered their times Trinity runners were Matthew
considerably.
Wong '00 and co-captain Adam
The meet began with the Forkner '00, who finished 53rd
men's race, in which Todd and 54th, respectively.
Markelz '01 got off to a clean
The combined places of these
start.runninginthe top twenty- top five runners ranked them
after the first three-quarters of fifth out of fifteen teams.
a mile. The rest of the team was Rounding out the team were
closely grouped, but consider- Steve Napier '02, who soundly
ably behind. Yet, a five mile race broke the 29:00 minute barrier,
has never been won in the first and Caleb Sayan '00, both commile, giving trie Bantams plenty peting in their first collegiate
BY YOLANDA
FLAMINO

Lady rug-rats battle for respect in New England

KATIE

BRYANT

Invitational

cross country race.

The members of the men's
team ultimately did not place
well. However they also ran
some quality times. The majority finished with personal
records, with which Kyle was
very pleased.
Following the race, Kyle comr
mented that "There is nothing
like a good, fast, and flat course
to drop times and build confidence." With the quickening.,
times and increased confidence,
the men are prepared to attack
the strong and deep field that
they will face next week, in
Pennsylvania at the Dickinson
Invitational.
After the men's race the
women did not disappoint, as
they followed suit and turned in .
a number of fine performances
allowing them to place third
with only six team membersrunning. Leading the way was
Nicole Hanley '99, who improves drastically with every
new race under her belt. Hanley
finished in eight place with a
time of 18:27, an impressive personal record.
Following in tenth place, was
co-captain Yolanda Flamino'99,
who yet has been able to turn in
a quality performance. However, the remainder of the team
was able to-compensate with
some big performances. V , .
Caroline Leary '02 was a top
twenty finisher and third for the
team. With a time of 19:34, she
continues to prove to be a major asset to the team and a tough
competitor.
Also running strong was
Kara Barbalunga '00 with a
2O'3O finish. Katherine Frank
'00, in her second cross country
race, ran a time of 21:13, adding
necessary depth to the small
team. Also proving crucial to
the team score were Priscilla
"Buzzy" McLaughlin '02,21:40,
and Jennifer Schmutzler '00.
The women look to pack up
their racing experiences as they
travel with the men's team to
the Dickinson Invitational,
where they will preview the
course for the NCAA Championship Race. ... .

Men's Crew Gets Its Erg On
BY EVAN REMLEY

SYRACUSE

THE TRINITY TRIPOD — SEPTEMBER

Sports Writer'

As the fall racing season
swiftly approaches, the men's
crew team shows more promise
than ever. Taking their already
impressive practice schedule to
another level, they squared off
against Yale University this past
Saturday in a grueling 18 mile
row which lasted over two
hours, and ended at the familiar docks of the Wesleyan boat
house in Middletown, CT.
Yale, one of the finest crews in
the country, brought three boats
of varsity and freshmen oarsmen to challenge the Bantams.
In a breathtaking display of
strength and finesse, the Trinity
crews matched the Bulldogs
throughout the competitive
practice, winning their respect
at the end of the row.
This performance, as impressive as it may be, is something

that can only be expected from
; a team full of such talented rowers. The varsity lightweight
men show unlimited potential
with a strong fall lineup that
includes Barret Bijur '01, An-.
drew Bartle '99, Robert Deegan
'99, Entienne LeBailley '99, Andrew Cople'man '01, Colin
Macallister '99, Steve Colgate
'99, and John Mansfield '01. The
heavyweights come to the table
with an equally impressive roster.
National silver medalists
Fernando Borghese '01, Doug
Carlson '01, George Hutton '01,
Reed Wilmerding '01, and coxswain Spencer Schulten '01 join
the experienced varsity talent
of Dwight Pringle '99, Evan
Remley '99, Gus "Big Guns"
Poole '00, and Leo Angulo '01.
Together these two crews show
more talent and determination
than any other squads in recent
school history.
These strengths will be vital
to the two boats as they now

look towards the immensely
demanding fall racing season.
With smaller regattas like the
Head of the Textile and the Connecticut to prepare themselves,
the men's crew will then plunge.
headlong into the heart of competitive rowing with the Head
of the Charles. There, both
crews will row against the fastest teams in the country, such as
Princeton, Harvard, Brown, and
so on.
The heavyweight men will
have the distinct honor of being
placed in the same race as the
US National team, who are the
current world champions.
When asked how he felt about
racing the fastest.crew in the
world, Hutton remarked, "You
can't expect to beat a crew like
that, but you still want to look
good when they go screaming
past." And so it is with this
"come and get it" attitude that
these oarsmen now look towards the upcoming season.

This Week
Date

Football

22 Sept.
Tues.
23 Sept.
Wed.
24 Sept.
Thurs.
25 Sept.
Fri.
26 Sept.
Sat.

Women's
Soccer

Men's
Soccer

Women's
Tennis

Field
Hockey

Volleyball

Cross Country
(Men and Women)

@ Keene St.
7:00
ConnCollege
@4:0O

Salve Regina
@4:Q0

Wesieyan
@3:00
MtHolyoke
@4:00

Colby
@ 1:30

Bates
@11;G0

Wesieyan
@ 11:00

Brandeis
@11:Q0

Bates
©11:00

Trinity. Tourny
@ 10:00

@ Dickinson
Invitational
10:00

27 Sept.
Sun.
28 Sept.
Mon.

Intramural Information
Flag Football Results:

Co-ed Soccer:

H. Goodman 39
JiveTUrkeyO

Tuesday, Sept 22:
5:15 Tsunami vs. Balki
Bartokomouses

The Spit 40
The Monkey Lovers 0

Thursday, Sept. 24:
5:15 Best of Puerto Rico II
vs. Team Boot and Scoot

Schedule:
Men's Soccer:
Tuesday, Sept. 22:
4:15 Anonymous vs. .
International Superstars
Muntel vs. The Dutch
Masters
5:15 Best of Puerto R ico vs.
Muntel

Flag Football:
Tuesday, Sept. 22:
4:15 The Spit vs. H.
Goodman
5:15 Playah Haters vs. Jive
Turkey

• •

Thursday, Sept. 24:
4:30 Monkey Lovers vs. Jive
Turkey

Wednesday, Sept. 23:
4:15 Team #7 vs. Team #2
Team #3 vs. Team #4
5:15 Team #2 vs. Team #4
Team #1 vs. Team #3

Captains In The Spotlight

Name Etienne LeBailley
Hometown: Seattle, WA
High School: Lakeside High School
Major International Studies
Sport: Crew
Position: 7th Seat Lightweight
Notables: Did not watch TV until high school, also
a French citizen, Aries, friends with Yokohama X
Quotables: "We're looking forward to performing
well against all of our competition this year."

Name: Beth Bronzino
Hometown: Deer Park, NY
High School: St. Anthony's High -,'
Major Economics
Sport Crew
Position: Coxswain .
,
Notables: Family are her heroes, likes
pasta fusile, Libra, never seen a man finer than Kirk
Cameron in a brown leathger bomber
Quotables: "Iwant to motivate the team to medal in
New England's, because that could perpetuate a trip
to Henley, England, for a most honbrous reagatta."

Name Yolanda Flamino
Hometown: Ellington, Ct
High School: Ellington High School
Major: Bio-Chemistry
Sport Cross-Country
Notables: Parents were athletic influence,
loves pancakes with maple syrup, favorite
childhood show was Dukes of Hazard
Quotables: "It would be awesome to qualify
for nationals this year, considering we missed I
by one place two years in a row. Personally, I
want; to make All-Arnerican.".
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Bants Break Bobcats
Prepare to Buck Colby Mules
last year's season. Also, the de- ters of play to work through, not
fense is already becoming an only three as in this scrimmage,
asset by continuing to gain pre- the offense would run their 6ferred field position for the of- play base offense for the first
After weeks of long practices fense, allowing the chances of half, and then for the second
and hours of perfecting plays in scoring to increase. Behind ev- half "open it up" and work some
preparation for the 1998 season ery successful football team is a different plays into the rotation.
here at Trinity, the football team solid and reliable defensive line Because the scrimmage was
got a chance to take a road trip and with the recent perfor- shorter than a regular season
up to Harvard University for a mance of the Bantam defense, game, the reason for the lack of
pre-season scrimmage against everyone should be looking to- diversity in the Trinity play
Bates. The Bants battled the ward the upcoming season book might have been the fact
that they weren't allowed time
Ba tes Bobca ts in a three-quarter with nothing but optimism,
long scrimmage on Harvard's
On the other side of the ball, to "open it up" in the second
practice field this past Saturday, the offense played well enough half. A highlight not only for
giving the team their first taste for the win, but there was no the offense, but for the game
of NESCAC action. With an un- indication of Trinity's offense was Mike Laddis '00 impressive
touchdown catch at the end of
official final score of 18-14, the
the third quarter to give Trinity
Bantams first taste of NESCAC
the go ahead lead, which they
action was the taste of victory.
sustained for the remainder of
With enthusiasm and intenthe scrimmage.
sity, the Bantam squad approached the annual preseason
Back from Harvard, this win
scrimmage with the same attiagainst Bates in someway
tude they approached last
helped show the Bants where
week's Blue and Gold game. The being a huge threat in the they are at after weeks of pracplayers and coaches viewed the NESCAC. According to players, tice and what they have to work
game as a chance to get a feel for the offense needs work, in par- on to become a force in the
a regular season game, as well as ticular, gaining a more diverse NESCAC this year In the week
a chance to put the plays the play book as opposed to the 6- of practice leading up to the
>"*•- B Y C O L I N RUANE
Copy Editor

ing to Trinity players, was the
solid and dominating performance of the Bantam defense,
which only let up one first
down and successfully completed multiple sacks throughout the game. Among the
defense, linebackers Dale
Phelps '00 andjeff Utis '00 contributed to the Trinity win with
their outstanding performances, preventing many of
Bates' attempts to move the ball
up field. By looking at the allaround impressive play put
forth by the defense, it seems as
though the Trinity defense will
play a large part in determining
whether the Bantams can improve on their 5-3 record after

against Bates. However, captain
Greg Terrell '99 commented
that there was a reason the Trinity offense only used a limited
number of plays. The main reason was for the players to become comfortable with the
team's basic offense that will be
used in the upcoming season
and to help each offensive
player gain complete confidence in these plays as well.
Terrell added, "I felt we [the offense] accomplished our goal for
the game, which was to make
sure we could run the bread and
butter plays that we had been
working on." Captain Marc
Macarini '99 also explained that
in a regular season game, where
the team would have four quar-

agan
tember 26, the Trinity offense
will undoubtedly be hard at
work, looking to improve upon
the few mistakes they made in
the scrimmage For the defense,
they need to continue the impressive play they've put forth
so far in these past two scrimmages. If this team stays injury
free and keeps playing with the
enthusiasm and intensity seen
in practice and scrimmages
alike, the combination of a solid
and reliable defense, along with
an offense that can feed off the
defense's performance, then
there is no reason this team
can't become a serious contender in the NESCAC this upcoming season.
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The mighty Blue and Gold prepare to topple the NESCAC

KATIE BRYANT
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Field Hockey Wins
Again, Continues
National Surge
Evans '02 (3 goals), Heather
Standring '02 (3 goals) and Trish
Mah '02 (1 goal) took advantage
of this opportunity and conLast weekend, while most tributed to the scoring in the
NESCAC schools opened their second half.
On Saturday the Bantams
seasons, the Trinity Field
Hockey team enjoyed one of traveled to Amherst to face the
four extra days of practice be- nationally ranked Lady Jeffs, a
fore their season opener on team Trinity toppled 4-1 last
Thursday. This quality practice year to complete their perfect
time proved helpful as the Ban- season. Worried about a postams opened their season with sible let down in play after their
an unprecedented 19-0 win over big win on Thursday, the Bantams came out aggressive, lookElms College.
Throughout the preseason ing to score immediately.
the coaches have experimented Despite dominating play in the
BY KATIE LEONARD
- Sports Writer

Melissa Church '00 stops Nancy Dwyer's '99
shot in practice
with different lineups and
worked
on
improving
stickwork and passing. The
main objective for the Lady
Bants was to prepare for the
swarming defenses the team
expects to face after their prolific scoring last season. While
hoping these improvements
would make a difference in the
Bantam's game plan which has
previously been centered
around a big ball game, no one
was expecting to see such vast
improvements so quickly.
Against the Elms, the difference was already visible as Trinity completely dominated play
and used the opportunity to
work on their small passes.
Leading the Bantams was midfielder Whitney Scarlett '99,
who opened up the scoring four
minutes in with a powerful shot
from the top of the circle, followed by two more goals in the .
first half, Also contributing to
the nine first half goals were
Nancy Dwyer '99 (2 goals, 1 assist), Barkley Kinkead '99 (1 goal,
1 assist), Katie Watts '00 (2
goals) and Whitney Brown '01
(2 goals). Because the Bantams
dominated from the get-go all
thirty players had an opportunity to play. Freshmen Brooke

KATIE BPiAST

first half, Trinity was stopped
by Amherst's traditional game
plan of playing eleven players
on defense and hoping to score
a winner on a break away or
possibly even in overtime.
With a switch to a more offensive lineup in the second
half, the Bantams forced the
Amherst defense to spread out
and tried to take advantage of
the gaps. Leading the offensive
attack were Dwyer, Camilla
Love '99, Scarlett, Brown and
Mary Jacobs '01, who kept the
ball alive in the circle. Controlling the mid-field and feeding
the offense with tenacious play
was Kelly Flaman '99. Despite
the number of shots taken, the
Bantams could not push one in.
Towards the end of the half,
solid defensive plays by
Amherst created some quick
breakaways for the Jeffs, but
sweeper Katie Rieg '00 and
goalie Melissa Church '00 stood
strong against their attacks and
smoothly cleared each ball recharging the offensive attack.
With less than four minutes remaining, starting with an outstanding defensive play by
See UNDEFEATED on page
twenty

